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INTRODUCTION 
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Orig.  D 
1.  Community  coal production has  decreased substantially in  the  recent 
past owing  to  the  alump  in sales.  As  a  result,  the  upturn in demand 
eince  1968,  due  to  market  factors and  in some  measure  also  to  wea.ther 
conditions,  has  faced  the  Community  with shortages which  will certainly 
persist  throughout  1970  and  1971  and  which it will  be  no  easy matter  to 
· alle  via  te. 
In order  to  give  an account  of  the  Community's  problems  on  the  ooa1 
aide,  it haa  been necessary  to  estimate  the  probable  movement  of Community 
coal production  and  demand  for  some  years ahead;  the  period  chosen is 
that up  to  1975,  a  medium-term  span  within  which  the  problems  impending 
oan  be  pretty aocurately visualized. 
2.  Since  th• instrument authorizing the  present direct aida  to  the 
Community  coal industry,  High  Authority Decision  No.  3/65,1  expires  on 
31  December  1970,  it will  be  neceasary during 1970  to settle what  is to 
be  done  next  and  to  put  through  the  appropriate  enactments. 
The  present study is not  concerned  to  offer solutions,  and  doea  not 
attempt  to  do  so.  Its object is  to  c1arify existing facts  and  pinpoint 
problems,  in order  to  faci1itate  the  forthcoming  discussions on  the 
future  organization of aids and other arrangements  in  the  coal sector. 
Accordingly,  it dea1s  not  on1y  with  the  quantitative aspects but also 
with  matters  concerning adjustabi1ity of production,  pricing,  colliery 
finances  and  financia1  measures  by  Member  Governments  on  behalf of  the 
coal  industry. 
.  ..  ; ... 
1  Decision of 17 February 1965  on Community-coordinated  measurea  by 
Member  States  for  the  benefit of  the  coal  industry  (Journal officiel 
des  Communautés  européennes  No.  31,  25  February 1965,  p.48o). - 2  - 3541/1/XVII/70·1 
3.  The  story of  Community  ooal in  the last ten yeara  ahowa  indigenoue 
prodùction  turning more  and  more  into a  political affair.  The  coal 
induetry has  been partly inaulated  from  the  oompetitiv.e  conditions 
prevailing in the  world  market  by  a  variety of protective meaaurea 
ittetituted bt Member  Governments,  and  partly enabled  to  face  up  to  that 
competition  by  state aids,  some  of  them  furniehed  under  Community  enact-
ments  such as  High  Authority Decision  No.  3/65  and  Commission  Decision 
1  No.  70/1. 
4.  The  tact that,  thanks  to  the  general  business climate,  coal sales 
are  ~t the  moment  doing fairly well  muet  not  be  taken as  indioating that 
there ia any real prospect of a  radical  improvement  in ooal's competitive 
position  ~n the medium  and  long  term.  Further action at a  future  date 
to  trim production to  the structural decline  in  demand  is inevitable,  and 
plans for  doing so,  official and unofficial,  are  in being in the 
ooal-producing countries of the Community. 
Medium-term  production  foreoaabs  and  targets  to  date  varr in 
authoritativeness  from  country to country and  fro*  coalfield to coalfield. 
Estimated 1975  tonnages  per coalfield have  been  indicated in Belgium, 
France  and  the  Netherlands:  Dutch  production ie  expec~ed to  have  ceased 
altogether by  that date,  while  in Belgium  and  France  the  amount  b7  which 
production will actuall7 be  eut between  now  and  1975  will  depend  larsel1 
on  the social complications  involved. 
No  official figures are available on  future  German  production. 
However,  the  Federal Commissioner  for  Coalmining and Coalfielda has 
...  ; ... 
1  .  ,  ,  6  Journal officiel des  Communautes  europeennes  No.  L 2,  January 1970,. 
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published  eatimates  to  1973  indicating a  contraction of  some  11 million 
tons  in sales  but  of  only  4.5  million_ in production.  From  this figure 
{4.5  million tons  coal equivalent = five  million  ton -for  ton),  the 
European  Commission  calculates that production in 1975  will  be  ten million 
tons t/t down  on  the  119 million  tons t/t of 1970. 
The  calculations which  follow  are  based  on  the Member  Governments' 
production forecasts,  and  in the  case  of  Germany  on  the  Commission's  own 
estimate~  it must  be  borne  in mind,  therefore,  that the  figures  are to 
some  extent hypothetical. 
5.  None  of  the  Governments  has  so  far  fixed  a  lower limit of production, 
or  "production nucleus",  for  coping with possible difficulties as  to 
security of  energy  supply.  The  German  Government  alone  did  make  the 
point,  in  the  preamble  to  the  law of 5  September  1966  designed  to  maintain 
1  the  use  of coal in electricity generation,  that its energy policy seeks 
"to  take account  both of  the  cheapness angle  and  of  the  security angle, 
in  which  regard  the  German  coal  industry has  always  had  a  special part 
2  to  play".  In addition,  the  security factor  wae  one  of  the  considera-
tions  taken  into  account,  for  the  time  being,  when  the  subsidization 
arrangements  were  enacted with  respect  to  the  flow  of coking coal for  the 
steel industry.3 
6.  The  figures  in Annex  1  indicate  a  total 1975 Community  production 
of approximately 143 million  tons t/t, representing a  diminution of about 
38 million  on  1968  {181  million)  and  34  million,  or  20%,  on  1969 
(176  .• 4  million). 
.  ..  ; ... 
1  Bundesgesetzblatt I,  p.545. 
2  Bundestagedrucksache  V/679,  p.5. 
3  Commission  Decision  No.  70/1/CECA  {Journal officiel des  Communautés 
européennes  No.  L 2,  6  January 1970). - 4 - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
Whether  production in 1975  does  actua11y  work  out at 143  million 
tons will depend  on  the  sales curvè,  on  the  employment  and social 
problema  that arise in the  coalfielda,  and  on prioing policy and 
subsidization requirements. 
7.  Compariaon  by coalfie1ds and  by  countries  shows  marked  differences 
in the  ecale of the  cutbacks.  By  countries,  the  decreaae  from  1968  to 
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The  higher-cost coa1fields  (see  Chapter  II) will,  as before,  be 
cutting back considerably more  than the  re1atively lower-ooat  German 
fields and  Lorraine.  This  trend ie resulting in a  restructuring and 
rationalization of Community  production.  The  German  share  of  the 
total is likel7 to  be  up  from  64.7%  in 1968  to  74.9%  in 1975. 
8.  The  production of  the  different grades of  coa1 is governed  by  the 
priee  and  sales trends  in the  cokin~-coal,  steam-coal and  house-coal 
markets and  the  technical and  geologiQal  conditions at the pita. 
The  Governments•  published schedulee  for 1975,  and  the  estimatea 
for  Germany,  refer  to coalfielda'  total  prod~ction, not  the  breakdown 
b7 grades.  However,  as this breakdown offers  ~aluable indications aa 
to  the particular aupply problema  on  the  three markets,  an attempt haa 
been  made  to  estimate  how  it ia likely to  work  out. 
.  ..  ; ... - 5  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
It has  been  assumed  that by  and large  the pattern of production 
within  each coalfield will not alter between 1968  and 1975  even 
though,  absolutely,  production is contraoting. 
As  can  be  aeen  from  the  figures  in Annex  1,  on  this aasumption 
the  disparate  trends  in production  between  coalfield and coalfield 
can  be  expected  to result in a  change  in the  breakdown  of Community 
production  taken as  a  whole. 
1  Thua  overall Community  production  by  grades  should  change  as 
follows  between 1968  and  1975: 
house  coal  .  .  .  ...  -43.0%  (=  -14.5 million  tons) 
coking coal  ...  .  ..  -15.1%  (=  -19.5 million tons) 
ste  am  co  al  •••  .  ..  -20.7%  (=  -3.~illion tons) 
total  ...  -20.8%  (• -37.7 million  tons) 
This  means  that the  ahare  of coking coal in  the  total will go  up  and 
the  share of bouse  coal  down,  while  the  ahare  of steam coal will 
remain  about  the  same  (see Annex  1). 
.  ..  ; ... 
1  The  subdivision of production  by  gradee is that of  the  official 
international etatistical classification and  ia not  to  be  equated 
with  the  employment  in practice of particular crades and  types 
for particular applications  (see Chapter  I  following). - 6  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
Chapter  I 
Coal  as  an  element  in  the  Communitz's  energl position  · 
9.  There  are  fundamental  differences  between  the  coke  and  the  ooal 
supply situations in prospect  for  the  Community  up  to 1975. 
The  present  tightneas of coke  is evidence  of  a  problem of phJaical 
demand  coverage:  given  the  extremely limited poasibilities for 
importation  from  the  world  market,  even at high priees,  the  Communit1 
is finding itself compelled  to  produce  for itaelf most  of  the  coke it 
needa,  which  makea  it essential  to  maintain  an  economically viable  flow 
1  geared  to  peak requirements. 
As  regards coal,  while  there are  certain difficulties at world 
leve! here  too.  especially in the  case  of coking coal,  the  range  of  the 
supply potential is a  good  deal  greater  than  for  coke.  This being eo, 
Community  consumers  are  for  the  most  part prepared  to  take  indigenoua 
coal  only if it ia quoted at world priees. 
10.  Coal  consumera  may  want  security of  supply,  but  they are not  ao 
keen  about it as  to  be  willing  to  pay  a  premium  in the  form  of higher 
priees.  Practically all those  who  do  buy  Community-mined  coal at 
achedule priees above  the  priees for rival sources of energy do  so 
because  they are  obliged to,  either by direct compulsion  (aa  with  the 
French power  stations) or  by restrictions on  procurement of non•Community 
coal  (auch as  import quotas). 
.  ..  ; ... 
1  From  current production or  from  producers'  stocks. - 7  - 3541/1/XVII/?0-E 
I.l SuEply  ~f coking  coal 
I.l.a  Demand  for  coke 
11.  As  requirements  of coking coal are directly bound  up  with  coke 
production,  it was,  of course,  essential  to  form  an  estimate of  the 
demand  for  coke. 
The  figures  shown  for 1975  in Annex  2  are offered  for  guidance; 
while it is not  felt neoeasary  to  go  into details of  the  arithmetio 
involved,  two  points do  oall for  mention with regard  to  the resulte 
arrived at. 
(a)  The  irreducible  (because  irreplaceable)  metallurgical-coke 
requirements  for  1975  are  put at 52-56  million tons. 1  This 
is higher  than  the  1980  figure  given in previous  forecasts.2 
(b)  The  1975  coke  requirements of  the  "other industries"3 and 
household  sectors have  been  marked  down  fairly substantially 
(compare  downward  trend for 1961-68  and  for 1968-?5).  Demand 
must  be  expected  to  drop  to  this extent in consequence of  the 
priee  increases for  coke  that will  be  needed  for  the  coking 
plants  to  break even.  In  the  household  aector  in particular 
it must  be .borne  in mind  that in 1968  9.4 million  tons  of 
coke  were  furnished  by  mine-owned  and other coking plants and 
some  two  million  tons of  gas  coke  by  gasworks,  making 
11.4 million  tons  in all;  by 1975,  on  the other band,  such 
gas•orke as are still operating now  will in all likelihood 
have  closed in face  of  the  continuing advance  of natural gas, 
and  a  mere  six million  tons  of  coke  will  be  on  offer from  the 
mine-owned  and  other coking plants for  the  private  consumer • 
...  ; ... 
1  To  be  on  the  safe aide,  the  upper  figure  is the  one  used  in the 
calculations which  follow. 
2  See  "Study on  the  Question of Coking Coal  and  Coking  for  the 
Community  Iron  and Steel  Industry"  (Energy Series  No.  2),  sec.  5.3. 
3  Coke  is also  a  non-substitutable  element  in certain production 
Rrocesses  in the  chemical  industry,  so  that there  too  problems of 
specifie  supply" present  themselves. 12. 
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Accordingly,  these  eatimatea of  coke  requirements are  to  be 
regarded as minima. 
I.l.b  Cokin1 capacitl 
Community  coking oapaoity at the  beginning of 1969  tota.lled. an 
approximate  annual  70  million tons. 1  As  is apparent  from  the  fore-
cast coke  requirementa,  it is not possible  to calculate in  terme of 
a  reduction in this capacity between 1969  and  1975s  in view  of  the 
uncertainty of  the  demand  estimatea this is ruled out. 
1  The  age  pattern  of the coking plants ia auch  ae to neoeasitate 
... 
taking obaolete installations out of service and  buildins new  onea. 
Moreover,  eome  mine-owned  plants will  be  deprived of  their flow  of 
coal  by  the  closure of the  mines  concerned.  The  likelihood is 
therefore  that  a  sizable amount  ot new  capacity will  be  built adjacent 
to  ateelmaking complexes. 
'14.  Inveetment plans at the  beginning of 1970  indicate  that  the 
tollowing new  coking capacit1 ahould  be  in production  by  1975s 
...  ; ... 
1  Bee  "Study on  the  Question of Coking  Coal  and  Coke  for  the  Communit7 
Iron and  Steel  Industr;y"l  Annex  21. - 9  -
Germany:  mine-owned  planta 
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Belgium:  eteelworks-owned plants 
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The  new  mine-owned plants  to  be  installed in Germany  are  exclu• 
aively replacements  for  old ones;  the  steelworks-owned plants planned 
in  the  other countriea represent  new  capacity only part.of which is 
intended  to  replace  scrapped mine-owned plants.  This  shift in the 
pattern of coke  production will bring  steelw&rks-owned capacity up  from 
21.4 million  tons  of  coke  in 1969  to  31.1 million in 1975,  and 
mine-owned capaoity  down  (assuming  the  Community  total is to  remain at 
about  70  million  tons)  from  44.5 million  to  some  35  million. 
These  structural changes  in coking capacity and  coke  requirements 
are an  indication that  the  coking plants are  coming  more  and  more  to  be 
purely caterers  to  tha  steel industry,  as  they already are  in  the  United 
States.  This will mean  that cyclical fluctuations  in  the  steel 
induatry's coke  requirements will have  a  much  greater  impact  on  coke 
production as  a  whole  than hitherto. 
.  ..  / ... - 10  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
Pattern of Community  cokins capacity 
!ill  !i'l2 
{million  t  (%)  (million  t  {~) 
coke)  coke) 
Mine-owned plants  44.5  63.7  35  50.0 
Steelworks-owned plants  21.4  30.6  31  44.3 
Independant plants  4.0  5.7  4  5.z  -
Total  69.9  100.0  70  100.0 
=====  =====  ===  ===== 
15.  It ia particularly important  for  the  praotical conduct  of  the 
restructuring operation that closures and  constructions should  be 
properly synchronized  so  as  to avoid  both  temporary bottlenecka and 
possible overoapacities - not  that it looks,  on  present  form,  as if 
the latter problem  is likely to arise  between  now  and 1975. 
16.  The  capital expenditure  required for  inatalling new  coking 
capacity works  out at about 550  million u.a.  It should not  be 
diffioult to  find  the  necessary  sums  in the  case  of  the  steelworks-
owned  plants,  where  the  monay  can  be  put  up  by  the  steel industry. 
For  the  new  mine-owned  replacement  capacity in Germany  it may  well 
be  hard to raise  the  funds.  Injections of outside capital will only 
be  forthcoming  if there is eufficient prospect of  the  new  planta pay-
ing their way. 
I.l.c  Suppll of coal  to  the  coking plants 
17.  The  High Authority and  the  Governmenta  made  it their particular 
concern  during  the sales slump  to  enaure as far as possible  that the 
coking plants continued  to  take  Community  coal.  To  this  end  the 
...  ; ... - 11  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
High Authority on  21  February  1967  iasued ita Decision No.  1/6?1
1 
which  expired,  after  one  extension,  on  31  Deoember  1969.  The 
unified Commission in its turn  took  up  the matter,  and  to promote 
the  use  of Community  coal it took  the  step,  with  the  unanimous 
endorsement  of  the Council  and after hearing  the Consultative 
2  Committee,  of enacting a  fresh  system of aida for coking  coal,  to 
run up  to  31  December  1972. 
18.  Approximately nine million tons  of imported and 77  million  tons 
of indigenous  coal  (10.5%  and  89.~ respectively)  were  oarbonized in 
the  Community  in 1968  (see  Annex  3).  The  proportion of indigenous 
coal differa from  country  to country,  ranging  from  99.?%  in Germany 
to 32.2%  in Italy. 
In 1969  the  proportion,  for  the Gammunity  as  a  whole,  decreased 
to 87.7%,  and in 1970  to 85.4%  (see Annexes  2  and 5)• 
By  1975 it will have  diminished further.  All the  indications 
are  that  the  new  steelworks-owned coking plants now  building,  as  we 
have  seen,  in steelmaking and coastal areas will be  increasingly 
using imported coal.  Given  an annual  output  of 9.7 million tons  of coke, 
their input of  imported coal would  work  out at up  to about  14 million 
tons,  which  added  to the  14 million or  thereabouta3  already belng 
imported in 1970  would  give  a  1975  Community  total of up  to 28.5 million 
tons of imported 
...  ; ... 
1Journal officiel des  Communautés  européennes  No.  36,  28  February  196?. 
2commission  Decision No.  70/1  CECA,  of 19  December  1969t  on  coking coal 
and coke  (Journal officiel No.  L 29  6  January 1970). 
3Inoluding gasmaking coal  (see  Annex  5). - 12  - 3541/1/XVII/70-1 
ooa1  for  coking  (aee  Annex  2).  The  proportion of indigenoua coal 
would  thus  be  down  in 19?5,  as  a  result of  these  changea  in 
coking-plant location alone,  to an average  69.0%  for  the  Community 
overall. 
What  further  decreaae  there will  be  when  the  support arrange-
ments  for  coking  coal expire  in 1973  is impossible  to  say at present; 
it will  depend  primarily on  the  availabilities and priees in the 
world  market. 
19.  In addition  to  the  tonnages  imported~  a~ leaat 63  million tons of 
indigenous coal will  be  needed  to  meat  the  coking plants'  require-
menta  in 1975  (aee  Annex  2). 
20.  A coking-plant consumption of 63  million tons of indigenous 
coal  would  necessitate  - given  the  geological  and  technical conditions 
in  the  mines  - a  total Community  production of approximately 
lOO  million  tons.  The  so-oalled "entailed" production1  would  then 
work  out at 37  million;  actual production  in 1975  may  be  put  some 
43  million above  this. 
From  the  breakdown  by  grades of  the  input  in 1968  it can  be  esti-
mated  that of  the  63  million  tons  some  58.3 million will be  true  coking 
coal of Groups  V and  VI,  and 4.? million coal of other categories. 
Comparison  of  V/VI  coking coal produotion2  and  V/VI  coking-plant conaump-
tion  shows  the  trend to  be  as  follows: 
1  Indigenous coal only. 
2  See  Annex  1. 
...  / ... - 13  -
Production  (V/VI) 
1  Coking-plant consumption  (V/VI) 
Computed  surplus 
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.  109.9 
58.3 
51.6 
The  "computed surplus" of  indigenous  ooking coal is falling 
steadi1y,  but  even  in 1975 it will still be  substantial - at around 
50 million  tons. 
On  these  various assumptions.and mathematical  hypotheses,  and 
provided  the  neoessary  tonnages of  imported  coking coal  oan  in !act 
be  prooured,  the  coking  sector ahould  not  face  any  quantitative 
problems of coal  supply  between  now  and  1975. 
1.2  Supply of house  coal 
21.  As  more  and  more  housing is built and  the  standard of living 
rises,  the  fuel  requirements of  the  household  sector1  whioh  are 
highly sensitive in  the  short  term  to  ups  and  downs  in weather 
conditions,  will in  the  longer  term  follow  a  ateadily rising trend. 
Notwithstanding,  within  this general  movement  consumption of  solid 
fuels must  be  expected  to  continue  to  decline. 
.  ..  ; ... 
1  Indigenous coal only. - 14  - 3541/1/XVII/?0-E 
,. 
22.  A foreoast of household  demand  for  coke  is given above  (sec.  11); 
it remaina  to  estimate  that  for  coal  and  for  briquettes. 
As  is shown  in Annex  5,  9.4 million  tons  of indigènous  coa1  waa 
briquetted in 19681  and  18 million supplied direct to  households. 
In  the  sevan  yeara 1961-68  the  aggregate  tonnage,  of coal  and 
briquettes together,  fel1  by  nine million tons;  for  the  following 
seven years,  to  1975,  a  aimilar absolute  decrease  of nine  million  tons 
is extrapolated.  This  presupposes  a  relative  though  not  an absolute 
quickening in the  contraction of  demand,  nine million  tons  between 
1961  and 1968  repreeenting a  drop of 25%,  and  between 1968  and  1975 of 
33%. 
23.  On  these  hypotheses,  about  6.5 million  tons of  indigenous  coal 
would  go  for  briquetting in 1975,  and  12 million  tons  be  supplied  to 
the household •ector direct. 
Comparison of house-coal  production  (Groupa  I  and  II)  and  coal 
briquetted or sold as it atood  shows  the  trend  to  be  as !ollows: 
1 
...  ; ... 
Although  amall amounts  of briquettes are also  supplied  to  induatry, 
for  convenience  sake  the  whole  tonnage  is here  treated as pertain-
ing  to  the  household  eector. - 15  - 3541/1/XVII/?0-E 
(Community  total; 
million  tons) 
1961  1968  ~ 
Production {I/II)  2.Z.!_g  ~2  19.22 
Co al briquetted  1  12.5  9.4  6.5 
Co al sold direct  1  24.1  18.0  12.0  as  auch 
Total requirements  1  36.6  2?.4  18.5 
Computed  surplus  0.6  6.3  O.? 
====  ====  ==== 
The  computed  surplus,  which  was  very small  indeed  in 1961,  when 
house  coal  wae  in short supply,  had  risen again  by  1968  to  6.3 million 
tons,  but it will  fa11  once  more  down  to  1975,  since Community  produc-
tion of house  coal is expected  to  contract !aster {-14.5 million tons) 
than  demand  {-9 million tons). 
It is of course  possible  to  switch  to  some  extent  between  one  coal 
and another.  The  above  figures  for  Groups  I  and  II are  intended only 
as  a  ske1eton indication,  since  on  the  one  hand  not all the  I/II coal 
3  produced  ia  consumed  exclusively in  the  household sector,  and  on  the 
other hand  the  other coals of  Groups  III to  VII  can  be  made  usable  for 
domestic  purposes  given certain technical conditions.  However,  as 
overall Community  production is decreasing rapidly,  the  possibilities 
of substitution are limited  from  the  outset,  so  that it will probably 
be  necessary  to align  the  flow  of  imported coal  from  abroad 
(2.3 million  tons in 1968)  on  these  coming  developments.  Since it is 
1  Indigenous  coal only. 
2  See  Annex  1. 
...  ; ... 
3  Some,  for  instance,  is added  to  coking coal  in carbonization  to  reduce 
its swelling  power.  It is  impossible  to  establish exactly which  coals 
are  used  by  which  consumer  groups,  as  the  necessary statistical material 
is not available. - 16  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
impossible  to·  judge  with any  accuraoy  what  Community  import require-
ments  of house  coal will  be  in 1975,  no  figuree  are  given  for  these 
in  Annex  5. 
~4.  Domeatic  oonaumers,  as private individuals,  are  not really in 
a  position to  follow  the  state of  the  market  or  tackle  sudden  supp1y 
problems  on  their own.  Governments,  however,  do  have  a  say in the 
matter of  production and  import levels,  so it ia  up  to  them,  to  a 
certain extent,  to  see  to it that  the  household  sector ia kept 
adequately supplied. 
Special  problems arise with  regard  to  conversions,  inasmuch as 
the  oost of  switching  from  one  type  of  firing  to  another is a  severe 
financial  strain for  some  sections of  the  population. 
1.3  Demand  for  steam coal 
25.  In  view  of  the  special problems  connected  with  the  power  stations' 
coal  requirementa,  general  industrial consumption and  power-station 
consumption  are  here  treated separately. 
The  indigenous production remaining after deduction of  the  tonnages 
oalcu1ated above  for  coking-plant and  houaehold  demand  works  out as 
follows: 
...  ; ... - 17 - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
(Indigenous coal, 
million  tons t/t) 
1961  1968  .!ill 
Availabilities 
A.  From  Eroduotion 
Production  (III/IV/V)  25.4  1?.9
1  -14.2
1 
"Compu~ed" surplus after 
coking  (V/VI)  85.4  56.9  51.6 
"Computed"  surplus after 
provision of  houae  coal3 
(I/II)  o.6  6.3  O.? 
B.  From  ;eithead stocks  2.8  7·7 
114.2  88.8  66.5 
=====  ====·  ===== 
of which,  dispoaals  to 
gasworka  7.1  2.1  4 
coking plants {!/II/III/IV/VII)  s.o  4.7  4.74 
experts  ~  ~  1.0 
15.7  9.7  5.7 
====  ====  ==== 
Remainder:  steam  coa1  98.5  79.1  6o.B 
of which 
for  industry general1y  49.1  22.7  13.7 
for power  stations5  49.4  57.4  47.16 
(statistica1 difference)  {-)  (-1.0)  {-) 
...  ; ... 
1  See  Anne x  1. 
2  See p.l3. 
3  See  p.l5 
4  See p.l2. 
5  Publicly owned  stations,  pithead stations and  industria1 self-suppliera. 
6  Consumption caloulated theoretically from  hypotheses. - 18  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
I.3.a  General  demand  for  steam coal 
26.  The  Community's  estimated general  requirements of steam ooal  by 
consumer  groups,  extrapolated  from  trend values,  td  19?5  are as 
{ollowe: 
Indigenoue  coal 
Collieries'  own  consumption 
Steel induatry 
Other  industries1 
Transport 
Sundry 
(Community,  million tons t/t) 



















As  regards  the  ecale of the  expected decreaees  in demand  this 
table calle for  no  particular remark,  there being little margin  for 
variation owing  to  the  smallness of  the  quantities to  be  estimated. 
Only as  to  the  item  "other industries" ie  there  some  uncertainty. 
I.J.b  Demand  for  power-station coal 
.27.  By  these calculations, availabilities of  indigenous coal  for  the 
power  stations will move  as  follows: 
(Community,  million  tons t/t) 
Power-station consumption 
(Community-mined  coal) 
1  Lesa  private industrial generating plant. 
57.4  59.0 
...  ; ... 
2  Equal  to  40.2  million  tons coal equivalent,  lower calorific value• - 19  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
The  flow  of  indigenous coal  to  the  power  stations,  then,  will 
appreciably diminish.  If the  requirements of  the  "other industries" 
in 1975  turn out  below  the  estimated  figure,  the  amounts  left over 
oould  go  to  the  power-station sector.  To  suggest  a  likely range,  we 
may  take it that  the  aupply  of  Community-mined  coal  for  power-station 
conaumption  will  be  somewhere  between  4?  and  50 million  tons t/t. 
28.  The  outlook for  the  Community  as  a  whole  does  not reflect the 
different state of affaire in  the  different countries.  The  cutbacks 
in  Belgium,  France  and  the  Netherlands will deprive  a  number  of 
pithead stations of  their coal  supply in any  event,  and  some  small sets 
at collieries will probably  be  taken out of  service  too  as part of  the 
streamlining of  the  electricity sector.  In  Germany  there  is a  certain 
amount  of  ecope  for  remodelling coal sales  by  abandoning outlets where 
the  distances  involved are ·ao  great that  the  net returns  do  not  cover 
the  production costa. 
29.  Power-station coal is subsidized in all four ooal-bearing oountriea 
of the  Community,  in different ways.  In Belgium,  France  and  the 
Netherlands it is aold  below  coat  and  the  losa made  up  to  the  collieriea 
by  direct payments.  In  Germany  it is usually aold at break-even 
schedule  priees,  which,  however,  are  well  above  the  priees  for  heavy 
...  ; ... - 20  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
1  fuel oil;  on  some  of  the  Community  ooal  eo  supplied - about 
seven million  tons  - the  priee difference vis-à-vis oil is made 
up  to  the  power  stations  by  payments  under  the  second 
Verstromungageset!  (Law  on  Power  Generation). 
30.  Groas  Community  electricity production  may  be  expected  to 
rise  from  493  000  million  kWh  in 1968  to  850  000  million in 19752 
(see  An~ex 4),  and  the  fuel  requirementa of  the  conventional  thermal 
power  stations - al1owing  for  a  further  decrease of  acme  10%  in 
specifie conaumption  of  fuel  per  kWh3  - from  125.3 million  tons  coal 
equivalent  (lower calorific value)  to  211  million.  Of  the latter 
totale,  the  ooal- and oil-fired stations accounted  for  88.5 million 
tons  coal  equivalent  in 1968  and  will aocount  for  an  estimated 
158.7 million in 1975,  an  increase of approximately  70  million. 
·31.  Community  import  requirements of fuels  for  conventional power 
stations are rising as  follows: 
...  ; ... 
1  This arrangement  is not  confined  to  German  ooa1. 
2  The  estimates of electricity production in 1975  and  breakdown  by· 
energy  sources are  taken  from  Doc~  No.  1703/XVII/70• 
3  The  calculations in Annex  4 are based  on  an  increase  in average 
efficiency of  thermal electricity production  from  36%  in 1968  to 
39%  in 1975. - 21  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
(  il1i  m  on  t ons  coa  1  i  1  t)  equ  va  en 
1968  1975 
Indigenous  Imported  Total  Indigenous  Imported  Total 
Co al  49.0
1  7.3  56.3  40.22 
••  • • 
Petro1eum 
products  1.5  30.7  32.2  1.5  ••  • • 
Total·  50.5  38.0  88.5  41.7  117.0  158.7 
Requirements  of  fuels  from  outside  the  Community  are  thus  up  from 
38  to  117 million  tons  coal  equivalent,  i.e.  by  79  million. 
32.  There  is  some  scope  for  the  Community  to  diversify in making  up 
this  margin. 
In  free  competition  the  market  shares of  the  imported  energy  sources 
would  be  determined  by  priee.  This  would  of  course  involve  doing  away 
with  the  restrictive practices still current at present. 
.  ..  ; ... 
1  49.0 million  tons  coal  equivalent = 57.4 million  tons t/t;  see  Annex  5. 
2  40.2  million  tons coal  equivalent  = 47.1 million  tons t/t;  see  Annex  5. - 22  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
33.  There  are  so  many  question marks  about  the  supply position that 
it is impossible  to  eatimate  what  ahare  of  the  80-million-ton margin 
will fall  to  fuel oil and  what  share  to  imported coal. 
The  1975  figures  for  coal in Annex  5  have  been left incomplete 
because it cannot  be  calculated what  part imported cual will play in 
the  power-station sector.  If it is aasumed  that  imported power-station 
Qoal  competing against fuel oil securee at most  a  q~arter of the margin 
to 'be  made  good,  total _Corpmuni ty  __ importa  of non-Communi ty coal in 
t97.5  would. w_o_rk__  ou.~  a~ 40-60 milJ.ion  tons,  viz. 
coking  coal  • • •  • • •  •••  28.5 million 
hou  se  co  al  3-5  "  .  .  .  ...  .  .. 
steam  coal  for 
industry generally  1-2  "  ••• 
ateam  coal  for 
powe,r  stations  7-27  "  • • •  ••• 
Total  40-63  .. 
Importa  of coal into  the  Community  in 1968  totalled 22.6 million 
tons.  The  highest level ever  reached  was  44 million,  in 1957. 
I~4  Security of  supply 
34.  On  the  subject of security of  energy supply generally,  the  point 
should  be  made  that the  maintenance  and  growth of gross national product 
are directly bound  up  with a  sufficient  flow  of  energy.  In 1967 
Community  consumption of primary  energy  in induetry and  transport  came 
1  to  roughly  432  million  tons  coal  equivalent  and  GNP  to 
340  300 million u.a.,  which gives a  GNP  of something like  800  u.a. 
per  ton coal equivalent. 
.  ..  ; ... 
1  Exclusive of private households;  Community  energy  consumption overall 
in 1967  was  632  million  tons coal equivalent. - 23  - 3541/1/XVII/70-f; 
35.  While  the  coal  supply and  demand  position  (see  Annex  5)  does 
not indicate any actual  shortages of Community  coal  in 1975,  it is 
evident  from  the  foregoing  that problems  will arise as regards 
relating the  impact  of  the  impending production cutbacks  to  the 
demand,  i.e. seeing that  the  main  brunt  is borne  by  the  consumer 
groups  to  which risks to  their flow  of supplies are not  a  matter of 
crucial  importance. 
36.  Community  coal,  being  subsidized,  lacks one  major  market 
regulator,  a  break-even priee.  This  means  that  the  market  moves 
in response  to  demand  only in accordance  with  the  subsidized priees. 
The  dangers  of  this  must  not  be  underrated. 
37.  Some  of  the  coals subsidized are  for  specifie applications 
(coking coal,  power-station coal),  in respect of  which  special links 
have  been  instituted between  indigenoua coal  and  the  consumera. 
The  question here  ia whether  the  arrangements  should  be  maintained, 
in consideration of  aecurity of supply and  world  supply potential. 
38.  On  the  power-station aide, it is currently calculated that 
availabilities of  indigenous coal  for  generating purposes  in 1975 
will  amount  to  40.2 million  tons  coal  equivalent
1 
(=  47.1  million 
tons t/t), representing  (on  the  other hypotheses  in Annex  4)  a 
decrease  in the  share  of  indigenous  fuels  in the  total gross electri-
city production  from  approximately  75%  in 1968  to  55%  in 1975.  It 
will need  to  be  carefully examined  whether,  and  on  what  terms,  the 
balance  can  be  procured  on  the  world  market,  and  what  problems  this 
is likely to  involve as  regards security of supply. 
.  ..  ; ... 
1  Sufficient to  produce 129  300 million kWh  (see  Annex  4). - 24  - 3541/l/XVII/?O-E 
39.  As  to  coking coal,  the  production and  marketing of coking coal 
and  coke  for  the  iron and steel industry are; by  the  terms  of 
Decision No.  70/1,  to  be  Community-subeidized  for  three  years.  The 
object is to  enable  the  steel induatry during that time,  having 
regard  to ita security problems,  to  straighten mattera out  with  the 
Community  coal  industry as  concerna  the  future  flow  of  coking coal, 
bearing in mind  that  there is little hope  of  obtaining extra amounts 
of coking coal  on  the  world  market  in  the  short  term,  and  that  to 
meet  the  coke  requirement~ of  the  steel industry and  other Community 
consumera  will strain existing coking capacity to  the  limit. 
40.  In  the  domestic  seotor  there are  some  problems  with  regard  both 
to  coal  and  to  coke  and  briquettes:  the  trouble  is not  so  much 
long-term security of supply as  the  fact  that,  on past experience, 
short-term coverage  is liable  to  be  a  difficulty if very  severe  winter 
weather  pushes  demand  to  a  peak. 
.  ..  ; ... - 25-
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Chapter II 
The  supply position regarding ooverage  of the Community's 
coal  requirements 
II.  1.  Imported coal 
41.  For various,  and  varyin&reasons.  there  ie  in the  Community  a 
structural demand  for  imported coal,  which  hae  grown  appreoiably in  the 
last ten years  with the steèp rise in  the  production coste  of indigenous 
coal.  Since  the  introduction of state aide,  the Community's  importe  of 
coal  from  outside have  ranged between 18  million tons  (in 1960)  and  34  million 
(in 1963),  and the  share of these  importa  in its total coal  supply between 
7%  and 12.5%  {see Annex  6). 
The  countriee  produciri.g
1little or no  coal of their own,  auch as 
Italy and the Netherlande,  take  partioularly large amounts  of non-Community 
coal,  which  in 1968  accounted for 69%  of Italy's and  16%  of the Netherlands' 
ooal  consumption. 
42.  Practically all the Community•s  coal  importe are  from  four traditional 
sources,  namely  the United States, Britain, Poland and the Soviet Union. 
The  percentage  pattern has,  however,  been shifting in favour of the  two  latter, 
the  ehare  of American  coal decreased between 1958  and 1968  from  81%  to 53%· 
43·  B,y  grade and  provenance, 'the flow breaks  down  as follows  (see Annexes  7 
and 8). 
(a)  The  Community•s  biggest supplier of ooking coal is the United States, 
despi  te the very sharp''decline in  the proportion of American  Group  V 
and  VI  coals  imported,  from  9o%  in 1958  to 61%  in 1968.  The  share 
of Polish V/VI  coals  increased in the three years 1965-68  from  5·5%  to 2o%. - 26  -
3541/1/XVII/70~ 
(b)  The  bulk of the house  coal  {Groups  I  and II)  imported - 6o%  in 1968  -
is from  the Soviet UnionJ  20-3o%  comes  from  Britain.  Importe  of 
Amerioan anthracite have been disQQntinued. 
(o)  The  other coals, used mainly,  along with some  of the V/VI  tonnages, 
by the  power-station and  .. "other industries"  sectors for steam raising, 
are approximately  5o%  of American and  4o%  of Polish origin. 
44·  In considering where  to shop  in order  to cover the extra import 
requirements  caloulated in the  foregoing ohapter,  it ~~st be  borne  in 
·mind that the world trend in demand  for coal  may  well be different from the 
Community  trend.  The United Nations Economie  Commission  for Europe  eetimates 
that world ooal  consumption will  continue at least lêvel until 1980,  and ~  even 
rise further.  The  Community,  with many  of its own  oollieries olosing or due  to: 
close,  will find in turning to the world market  for the additional quantities 
it  needs that the principal supplier countries are having  to cope  with rising 
demand  not  only at home  but  from  elsewhere,  more  partioularly from Japan and 
South America. 
45·  There are two  arguments  in  favour of  the Community•s  having inoreased 
reoourse to the world market. 
{a)  Thanks  to improved shipping facilities,  Community  consumera  might be able 
to obtain supplies  from  sources hitherto ruled out by  reason of the 
unduly high transport coste  involved;  take  for  instance the  flow of 
importe  just starting to come  in from  Australia. 
(b)  In several countries,  notably Canada,  coalmining is being expanded.  This 
will bring new,  potent suppliera into the market,  which  could result, 
at any  rate indirectly,  in larger tonnages beooming available for the 
Community. - 27  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
An  aocount  follows  of the main  producer areaa capable  of supplying 
the  Community  in the medium  term with  the neoessary tonnages  of ooking, 
bouse  and  steam  ooal,  on  a  re~ar basie under long-term oontraot. 
II.l.l.  Cokins ooal 
46.  The  Commission•s  report to the Counoil,  "A  Study  on  the  Question ot 
1  Coking.Coal  and  Coke  for the  Community  Iron and  Steel Industry",  makes 
a  number  of points,  from  whioh it is oonoluded that world reserves  of 
ooking ooal  should suffioe for the long-term ooverage  of an inoreased 
Community  import  demand.  Certain very recent new  developments,  with 
regard both to demand  and  to supply,  must,  however,  be  reoorded here in 
order to keep the  pioture  up  to date. 
47.  Crude-steel  production must  now  be  expeoted to inorease faster than 
was  assumed  for the  purposes of the  Coking Coal  Report.  Given  the 
Japanese  steel industry's latest capital  projeota,' and  a.lso  the  probable 
trend in the  Community,  world orude-steel production could  be  up  by 1975 
to between 735  and 765  million tons,  515-545  million in free-market  and 
220  million in state-trading oountries.  This represente annual  average 
growth  rates of 4.7  and  5.4%  respeotively over  the period 1968-75, 
whereas  the  Coking  Coal  Report  assumed  an annual  4%  for  the  period 
1967-80.  In the  free-market  oountries this faster expansion will mean 
an inorease of 50-60  million tons on  1968  in the input of coal for 
making blast-furnaoe coke. 
.  .. / ... 
1  Energy series,  No.  2. - 28  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
48.  The  United States is not  only the  Community's traditional supplier 
of ooking ooal but,  by reason of its abundant  deposits," the  only one  in 
a  position to  meet  substantial inoreases in world  demand  in the long 
term.  This point was  made  in the  Coking Coal  Report. 
The  Amerioan  ooal  industry has been in vigorous  and  pretty wall 
oontinuous expansion  sinoe 1962.  To  meet rising demand  from  abroad it 
would  need to invest in extra oapaoity,  and this the mining oompanies 
are mostly prepared to do  only if they are  assured of guaranteed sales 
by long-term  oontraots.  Their further insistance  that  those  who  buy 
the ooal  ought  to  part-finance the investment projeots is quite  a  new 
departure in export praotioe. 
Reoent  estimates indioate that the production oosts of deep mining 
in the Amerioan exporter ooalfields  (Districts 7  and  8)  are likely to 
go  up  about  two  dollars per ton by 1975.  This is assuming output  per 
manshift will rise from  12.4 tons in 1967  to 16.5 in 1975,  i.e. at an 
annual  3.6%,  only slightly lees than the rate  for  the  years before 1967. 
In view of the wage  olaims being entered  (for an inorease  from 
-36  to -50  per shift "in the  near future"),  it may  be  wondered whether 
the oost inorease just mentioned will  not  be  exoeeded.  Moreover,  coste 
will  also  be  driven up by the dust  control  and anti-exploeion deviees 
whioh  are having to be introduced in underground workings  under  the 
Mine  Safety Act. 
49.  Coking ooal  can also be  obtained by the  Community  from  other 
exporter oountries,  but not  on  suoh  a  large scale.  The  Polish industry 
ie planning to step up  production,  though  the proportion exported  seems 
likely to  go  down. 
.  .. / ... - 29  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
1960  1968  Will  lml  12ê.Q.l 
1.  Production of ooal 
(million tons)  104.4  128.6  137.5  157.0  176.0 
2.  Exporte  of ooal 
(million tons)  17.5  26.0  26.5  28.5  30.0 
3.  2 as  a.  %  of 1  16.8  20.2  19.3  18.2  17.1 
Exporta of the  ooking grades,  whioh  have  risen from  600  000  in 
1965  to an estimated 4.0 million in 1969,  are  to be  inoreased further, 
with  the  opening-up  of more  seams in the  Rybnik coalfield,  whose 
production it is planned to  push up  from  25  million tons at present 
to  37  million in 1975. 
Priees,  judging by Poland1s  export pricing hitherto,  are  likely to 
be  brought  further into lina with world levels.  For  contracta with 
Japan,  to  take affect  from  1972,  ~13 to 1!14  par  tor.t«fob  Gdansk  (Danzig) 
is quoted.  Poland is apparently prepared to  supply substantial extra 
tonnages  to western Europe  provided this is treated as a  guaranteed 
long-term  sales flow,  in consideration of the capital inveatment 
involvedJ  in addition efforts are  being made  to arrange  for the importera 
to bear part of the capital oosts-
50.  Australia has in the last ten years or  so  baen  selling more  and 
more  ooking ooal  in the world market,  so  far almost  entirely to JapanJ 
principally by reason of the rising demand  from  the Japanese  steel 
industry,  Australian ooalmining is booming. 
i960/612  1262L662  126BL622 
Production of ooal 
(million tons)  23.2  32.8  43.2 
Exporta  of ooa13 
(million tons)  1.9  s.o  14.4 
... / ... 
1  Mean  of three variants in the foreoasts  of the Polish Planning Commission. 
2  Fiscal year,  July-June. 
3  Praotically entirely sales of coking ooal  to Japan. - 30  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
The  reserves of ooking coal  present  cannot  be  properly assessed 
as yet,  sinoe exploration is still in full  swing,  particularly in 
Queensland.  Workable  resources  of approximately  2  000  million tons 
have  been  proved to date,  1  300  million  tons  of these in New  South 
Wales. 
The  Auatralia.n industry ·1s  not able  '·at  present  to meet  i ts 
contractual  oommitments  in full.  It remains  to be  seen whether 
production and transport oapacity oan be  sufficiently expanded  by 
1975  to export  something like 45  to 50  million tons.  Substantial 
Japanese  and Amerioan  capital has been  sunk in the investment  projeots 
in band in Queensland. 
The  Australians are  anxious to diversify their export markets, 
and all the indications are  that Europe  too will become  one  of 
their regular outlets.  Loading facilities are  being installed for 
cargo vessels of over  lOO  000  tdw;  when  these  are in service  the 
maritime  freight-rates for  the  European run,  assuming oombined  cargo 
trips,  would  be  perhaps  ~3.50 to  ~4.00 per ton. 
51.  Another new  coking-ooal  supplier whioh is thinking big is 
Canada,  whioh  has  substantial reserves in Alberta and British 
Columbia.  In the  past it has not  produced muoh  and  disposais have 
been mainly to the Japanese  steel industry  (latterly about  one 
million tons a  year).  Trends  to date in the  Canadian  coal market 
have  been as  follows  (million tons)& 
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The  Japanese  steel industry has now  oonoluded long-term  contracte 
with  Canada,  after making sure  the necessary capital  could  be  round  for 
working up  Canadian  coal  production,  coste oould be  eut by streamlining 
oarriage  by rail to the  west  ooast,  and  a  deep-water  port  acoommodating 
vessels of up to  200  000  tdw vould be  available. 
It is not  clear at present whether  there is any  prospect  of west 
Canadian coal also being purveyed regularly to western Europe,  since 
the  Panama  Canal  takes  only ships of up  to 70  000  tons or  so.  However, 
even if no  direct trade  flow of this kind develops,  the  Canadian export 
trend now  emerging does indirectly affect the  Communi ty'  s  future  supply 
position,  in that it ooùld help to reduce  the tightness in the world 
market  for  ooal. 
II.1.2.  House  coal 
52.  Most  of the  Community1s  importa  of house  ooal  are  from  the  Soviet 
Union  and  from  Britain  (1.6  and 0.9 million tons respeotively in 1968; 
see  Annexes 7 and B),the  remainder oonsisting chiefly of South Afrioan 
anthracite. 
Britain's ooal  problems are  much  the  same  as the  Community's,  and 
so therefore is the  trend in ooal  supplies.  British intentions 
regarding future  production of the household  grades  are  not known,  but 
it can be  aesumed  that,  given the  existing configuration of supply and 
demand,  the tonnages  for  export will not measurably increase in the 
medium  term. 
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Russian coal  production,  on the  other hand,  continuee to  olimba 
under  the  new  Fuel  and  Power  Programme  to 1980  the  production of the 
Donets  basin is soheduled to increase  from  206  million tons in 1965 
to  260  million in 1980,  and  production of anthracite  (according to 
the  Press)  from  85  million tons in 1968  to  about  lOO  million in 1975. 
Soviet  planners caloulate  that overall  exporta  of ooal will  be  up  by 
1980  to  34 million tons,  compared with  21.3 million in 1968,  which 
suggests  some  possibility of increasing Community importe of house 
ooal  from  the  USSR  in the medium  term. 
South Africa1 s  extensive  coal reserves  (approximately 80  000 million 
tons)  include  only limited reserves of anthracite  (200 million tons),  in 
Natal;  while  coalmining as a  whole is expanding vigorously,  anthracite 
1  production has been running for years at a  mere  1  to 12 million tons,  of 
which  about half goes  for home  consumption and half for export,  mainly 
to Japan and Italy.  So  far as is known  there are  no  plans for inoreasing 
this volume,  and in view of the  poorish long-term  sales outlook for 
anthracite it seems unlikely that the  industry would  undertake  the 
neoessary capital projeota for extensions to production and  transport 
oapaoity. 
II.l.3.  Power-station ooal 
53.  In the power-station sector,  the  potential outlet  developing in 
the  Community  for imported energy- including in prinoiple imported 
coal  - works  out,  as we  have  seen in Section I.3.b.  above,  at  something 
like 80 million tons  ooal  equivalent,  very much  larger than the  outlet 
for  coking ooal  and  for house  ooal.  The  outstanding suppliera are  the 
United States and  Poland,  which in 1968  furnished  6o%  and  22%  respectively 
of the  Group  III-VII  coal  imported  (see  Annexes  7  and 8).  It would 
aotually be  possible to  extend the range  of  steam  coal  proourements by 
buying also  from,  say,  South Africa,  but as the American  and  Polish 
... / ... 54. 
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reserves are suffioient to oover the extra demand  from  the  Co~unit~ we 
here confine  ourselves to examining the potential of these  two  main 
supplier oountries. 
(a)  1  The  United States•  reserves  of bituminous ooal  are put at 
609  000  million tons,  inoluding 250  000  million in the  Appalaohian 
coalfield,  whioh is advantageously looated for exportation.  Polish 
reserves at depths of 1  000 metres  or lees amount  to  lOO  000 million 
·tons. 
(b)  In both oountries home  requirements  of power-station ooal  are 
expected to rise steeplya  in the United States the inorease is 
foreoast at 60  to 70  million tons over the next  five years,  and  in 
Poland it is planned that,  as before,  something like  95%  of the 
demand  for eleotrio current  should be met  by ooal-fired stations 
("ooal" here including brolftl  ooal). 2 
(o)  In both oountries  ooal  production has been inoreasing for years, 
and there is not muoh  slaok left to take up. 
55.  This being so, it will not  be  possible to export  muoh  more  steam 
ooal until the neoessary extensions in capaoity have  been carried out. 
Now  capital projects of this kind are usually only undertaken if the 
disposal  of the bulk of the  production increment resulting is assured 
by long-term contraots.  There  is no  telling to what  extent the  Community 
electrioi  ty industry would  be  prepared,  on  the  strength of i t.s  asse  ssment 
of the  future relative  competitive positions of imported ooal  and 
hydrooarbons,  to oonclude  suoh  contracte,  nor whether coal  producers 
... / ... 
1  In seams  over 14 inohes in thickness,  at depths of 3 000  feet  or ·lese. 
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outside the  Community  would  attempt to atep up  their ·diaposals of 
power-station ooal  to the  Community  without  pretty full  guarantees of 
purohase.  As  there  are  a  good  many  more  question-marks involved 
than  in the case of coking coal, it is correspondingly harder to 
calculate  which  way  enterprises are likely to decide. 
56.  One  element  of uncertainty is institutionalt  there would  be  no 
point in non-Community  produoers even trying to aoquire  substantial 
shares in this market  for  power-station ooal  unless the  import 
restrictions in some  Community  oountries vere lifted. 
57.  In the United States production coste  for  steam  ooal will rise 
more  slowly than for  ooking ooal,  one  important  reason being that 
an increasing proportion will be  Qpenoastt  and  openoast  coste,  according 
1  to the above  estimates,  will  go  up  between now  and 1975  by only  20  to 
30  cents per ton.2  With  the  switch to  large-capaoity transatlantio 
colliers of up  to 150  000  ton~ transport coste could be  some  70  cents 
per ton  lover than with the present fleet.  In the .Amerioan  ports of 
shipment  the necessary faoilities will be  in readiness by 1975,  so it 
will  depend largely - apart  from  suoh  other considerations as the  trend 
in shipbuilding oosts  - on  the extension of Community  port installations 
how  far the  expected riee in production costa by 1975  oan  be  offset by 
a  fall in transatlantio freight-rates. 
. ..  1  ... 
1  See  Section II.l.l. 
2  Not  counting additional  coste for  the  reconditioning of opencast 
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I1.2.1.Future  trends in production and  emEloyment 
11.2.1.1.  Production patterns 
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58.  As  we  aaw  in the  Introduction,  the  trend in overall Community 
coal production to  1975 is downward,  the  eatimated total for  that 
year being  143  million tons t/t.  The  soale of the  cutbacks  varies 
from  country to  country. 
59.  The  sharp  decline  in Belgian,  French  and  Dutoh production 
must  be  expected to  reault  in these  countries'  intra-Community 
disposals petering out  altogether.  This ie not  a  de-integration 
of the  common  market  in coal,  but  a  rationalization of outlets, 
impoaed  by  hard  economie  facts.  As  production declines the  sales 
area tenda to  contract  inwards  towards  the  produoer  centre,  since  the 
greater the  distances,  and  bence  the  transport costs,  the  smaller the 
producer's ·net  earnings ex  mine if he  aligne his delivered priees on 
1  lower  quotations  from  competitors. 
11.2.1.2. !!!nd in productivity 
60.  The  usual yardstick of colliery productivity is underground 
output per manahift  - a  quantitative concept,  not  to  be  equated with 
the statiatical productivity index  for industry generally. 
61.  Colliery OMS  went  up  markedly  faster  from  1958  to  1968  than in 
any previoue  decade,  in several coalfields more  than doubling 
1  Especially where  the  coal has  to  be  carred towards  ports 
of importation,  or to  coastal areas of the  Community. 
.  ..  ; ... 62. 
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(aee  Annex  9).  Pressure of competition  and  the  consequent 
compulsion to rationalize  had  a  great deal  to  do  with thia. 
Factors contributing  to  the rise in average  OMS  per 
coalfield over  these  ten yeara  we~e 
(a)  technical progress proper in the pite themselves 
(mechanization,  etc.); 
(b)  improvemente  in operational organization and  infraetructure1 
(c)  winning  only  from  the  beat  seams  ("negative rationalizatiori")J 
(d)  cloeure  of uneconomic  mines. 
It is not possible to pinpoint  the  respective contributions 
of these  factors  to  the  end  reeult. 
The  number  of pite in production  and  average  daily output 
per pit have  moved  as  follows: 
Pits  Daily output 
(tons) 
1958  389  2  235 
1966  216  3  545 
1967  187  3 675 
1968  166  4  126 
1969  154  4  373 
As  can be  seen  from  Annex  9,  OMS  in the  Community  varies 
greatly from  coalfield to  coalfield,  and  also,  within the 
coalfields,  from  pit to pit.  The  highest  OMS  per pit in 1968 
was  over six tons,  and  the  lowest under  1.5.  The  scatters for 
the ·different coalfields are  shown  in graph  form  in Annex  10: 
the Ruhr  and  Nor~Pas-de-Calais curves  are  shallower than the 
others,  a  point  of importance  since in coalfields with  a  wide 
productivity scatter there is more  ecope  for bringing down  the 
coat  average  by closing marginal pite than in those  with  a  narrow one • 
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The  OMS  scatter has  a  bearing on the  scatter of production 
costa:  there is a  close correlation between  the  level of costa 
and the level of  OMS  (see  Section !!.2.2.1 below). 
63.  The  increases in collieries'  OMS  in the last  few  years  have 
been  achieved largely by more  intensive  mechanization~  Some 
Community  coalfields now  have  very nearly  100%  mechanization 
(eee  Annex  11);  any  further raising of  OMS  will  have  to  be  by 
way  of improvements  in the  type  of machinery. 
One  possibility offering plenty of openings  for productivity 
increaaea  in wider use  of powered  supports,  though it must  be  borne 
in mind  that these are unsuited to certain geological  conditions. 
The  percentages of coal  from  power-eupported .faces in the  different 
Community  countries are  as  follows: 
Germany,  March  1969 
Belgium  (Campine),  March  1970 
France,  May  1969 





64.  By  fully exploiting all current  methode  and  techniques  making 
for  higher productivity,  and  introducing new  ones still at present 
in the  development  etage, it will be  possible to  secure  further 
increases in the  Community  collieries'  OMS  as  time  goes on.  Annex  9 
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gives  some  very  approximate  forecasta  for  1975,  roughly  estimated 
from  trend values  and  intended,  for  the  purposee of the present 
study,  merely to  give  a  general  idea of the  way  the  figures  are 
likely to  move. 
The  Annex  also  shows  the  German  induatry to  be  doing  the beat 
in the  matter of productivity increases.  If we  assume  a  1980  OMS 
~f eight  tons, 1  the  intermediate  figure  for  1975  works  out  at six 
tons,  representing an  annual  increase  of 7%.  As  for  the  Belg~an, 
French  and  Dutch  industries,  their estimated increases to  1975  will 
not,  on  past  form,  be  anything like  enough  to  keep  production costa 
more  or lees steady:  on  the  contrary,  notwithstanding large-scale 
cloaures of marginal  collieries,  their operating loases per  ton 
produced  must  be  expected to rise. 
II.2.1.3.  Investment 
65.  Colliery investment  fell heavily  between  1958  and  1968  (see 
Annex  12).  Specifie  capital expenditure  in the  Community  coal 
industry as  a  whole  in  1968  averaged 0.68 u.a.  per  ton produced, 
~hile depreciation  for  wear  and  tear  averaged  1.20 u.a.  per  ton, 
so,  that  the  collieries are suffering a  wastage  of real assets. 
1  Figure  indicated  hy  Ruhrkohle  AG.  The  Commission's  Coking 
Coal  ~eport (Energy series,  No.  2)  in subsection 75  states 
that  a~ OMS  of 9.6 tons will  be  needed  in  1980  if production 
costa in the  Ruhr  are  to  be  kept  on  an  even keel  allowing 
for  a  rise of 6%  p.a.  in wages  and  1%  p.a.  in priees generally  • 
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66.  Investment  during the last ten years has  been  confined 
almost  entirely to  rationalization of existing installations, 
the  only  exception being the  sinking between  1958  and  1968 of 
five  new  pits in Germany.  The  investment in "shafts· and 
underground  workings"  ehown  in Annex  13  relatetl principally to 
technical  improvements  and  alterations in mine  layout.  The 
figures  do  at  the  same  time  indicate that  expenditure  on macbinery 
bas  decreased  lese than that on other capital items. 
67.  It is not  easy to  find  the  cash  to pay  for  capital projeots 
in the' Community  coal industry,  for  these offer auch  a  poor return 
that loan capital  from  outside  sources is practioally unobtainable. 
Consequently,  according  to  the statistical data, it has  been 
necessary  for the  most  part  to  draw  on  sums  set aside  for  depreciation, 
and that  thanks,  in the  main,  to  the  indirect  and  direct subsidization 
of  the  industry by  the .Governments. 
68.  Direct  state assistance  for  colliery investment in 1969  was  as 
follows: 
(a)  The  German  Government  furnished  investment assistance under 
Article  3 of Decision No.  3/65 to  a  total of 45  million u.a. 
(= 0.39 u.a.  per ton),  in order  to build up  the  volume  of 
investment  from  the  low  level it had reached  following  the 
reorganization of  the  German  coal industry.  Disinvestment 
assistance totalling 46.7  million u.a.  was  also  granted under 
Article  4 of the  Decision to collieries facing closure. 
(b)  The  Belgian  Government  provided 3.1 million u.a. in depreciation 
assistance  and  4.4 million in investment  assistance  (the  two 
together  working out  at 0.56 u.a.  per ton),  intended chiefly 
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to keep  operations going  and  ensure  that  safety standards  were 
maintained;  in addition  an  appropriation of 400  000 u.a.  was  made 
for disinveatment  assistance.  Articles 3  and  4  of the  Decision 
have  not  ao  far  been  invoked in France or in the Netherlanda. 
69.  There is no  prospect  in the  Belgian,  Fre_nch  and  Dutch  industries 
of a  real improvement  in  the  costa of whole  coalfielda in consequence 
of state-aided rationalizationa - only,  perhaps,  in  th~se of soma 
individual collieries.  Despite this  gloomy  atate of affaira, 
however,  a  certain amount  of capital spending will have  to  go 
on  in the  three  industries,  even  at uneconomic pite,  on  raising 
standards of mine  aafety. 
What  investment  activity there is going to  be  in the  German 
induatry is almoet  impossible  to  say.  It will be  practically out 
of the  question to  obtain  any outside  capital to  speak of in the 
money  market;  on  the other band  the  industry will have  soma  funda 
of its own  at its disposa! - thanks  to  the  Government'• indirect 
assistance  - from  "earned"  depreciations.  Whether  subsidies  should 
be  gr,anted  towards  colliery capital projects is a  matter that  can 
only be  considered  case  by  case,  but  wherever  the projects are  for 
safety  ~mprovements the  answer  ought  to  be  yes. 
II.2.1.4.  Employment  and  social problems 
?O.  It is ~th the  employment  problems  ariaing in the  coalfielda 
as  a  result  ~f colliery closures that  the  Governments'  actions in 
the  coal eector in the  last few  years have  been  mainly  concerned. 
Of  the  direct  a~aiatance to  the  Community  ooal industry in  1969 
under Articles 3  to 5  of Decision No.  3/65,  80~ (389  million u.a.) 
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waa  under  Article 5,  for the  avoidance  of aerious regional 
and  social strains. 
71.  '  Colliery redundancies  stem  from  the  olosure of uneconomic 
pite and  productivity gaina in the pits remaining !n'operation. 
A tentative  estimate is offered in  Annex  14,  based on  the 
production  and  OMS  forecasta  in Annexes  1  and 9  and  asauming, 
purely as  a  working  hypothesis,  that the  number  of hours per 
shift and  ahifts per  man-year  will remain  the  same,  of the  aize 
of the colliery labour  force  at  end  1975.  The  figures  are 
intended  as  approximations only.  The  assumption of no  change 
in the  length of shift  and  length of  man-year  must  not  be  taken 
as  in any  way  anticipating future  employment  policy;  needless to 
say  any  alterations in  these  would  affect  the  aize  of the  labour 
force,  and  should it be  felt  desirable  to  introduce multi-shift 
working  in  "good"  coalfields  for  the  sake  of better plant utilization 
this too  would  puah  up  manpower  requirements  above  the  levels  shown 
in Annex  14. 
72.  As  the  Annex  indioates,  the  actual numbers  of redundancies 
1  occurring in the  Community  are likely to decreaae  somewhat,  with 
departures  between  1968  and  1975  (including natural wastage  through 
retirement  by  reason of disability or age)  working out  at  244  400, 
as  against  329  100  between  1961  and  1968.  Of  the  140  200  departures 
1  In the  Community  overall,  not  in individual coalfielda. 
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of underground  workers  over  the period  1968-?5,  approximately 
~4 900  will be  due  to  higher  productivity and  55  300  to  closurea. 
73.  Given  the  age  pyramid  of the  oolliery labour  ~oree,  the 
pite in production in  1975  will be  needing a'  sizable  intake 
of new  entrante,  who  will have  to posaesa higher occupational 
skills than  their predecessors  owing  to  the  advance  of mechanization. 
It will not  be  possible to  recruit these  men  unleas they  are offered 
a  better-than-average  wage  and  security of employment:  the  latter 
in particular is likely to  be  crucial in attracting young  workera 
from  within  the  country ooncerned. 
?4.  The  manpower  problem is additionally oomplicated  by  the  fact 
?5. 
that  workera  are  being laid off from  non-viable  pite while  viable 
ones  are  short of ekilled men.  Minera  are  not  much  inclined to 
mobility,  and  to get large  numbers  of them  to  tranefer elsewhere 
within  the  induetry would  be pretty well  impossible. 
A  further  problem is that  after the  collieriea have  trainecl 
young skilled workers  for  various  trades  and  occupations  the  se  very 
men  are  often  the  fi  rat to leave  and  take  employment  in other 
indus,tries in the  event  of redevelopment:  the collieriee pay,  and 
the  ot~er seotors  bene fit. 
?6.  Subsidies to prevent  regional  and  social difficulties in the 
ooalfields are  declared  by  the  Governments  to  the  Commission  under 
Article 5 of Decision No.  3/65,  but usually in all-in figures, 
which does  not  make  for  the  necessary transparency.  Fuller 
particulars of  ~he steps being taken in the  matter of coalfield 
redevelopment  would  help. the  Commission  to  forma proper pioture. 
of the  aid situatiQn. 
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1!.2.2.  Financial position of the enterprises 
77•  The  Community  coal industry consista of enterprises which 
mine  the  coal  and  convert  a  good  part  of it into coke,  gas, 
chemicals,  briquettes and  other patent  fuels,  steam  and  elec~ 
tricity;  in 1968  just on  half the  coal produced  was  so  processed 
at  mine-owned  valorization plants.  The  position varies  from 
enterprise  to enterprise,  but  none  of  them  confine  themselves 
solely to actual coalmining. 
78.  Average  costa and  revenues  {underground  and  surface)  per 
ooalfield are  declared to  the  Commission  quarterly,  but  not  the 
corresponding  figures  per enterprise  or per oolliery.  Community-
level conventions ensure  that  the  coalfield or national averagea 
are  calculated  by  micro-economically comparable  criteria. 
Depreciation  for  wear  and  tear and servicing of working  capital 
are  included in the  costa. 
II.2.2.1.  Colliery costa 
79.  The  macro-economie  costa of the  Community  coal industry are 
unknown;  it would  be  a  very  laborious  and  technical  business 
trying to  compute  them,  and  even  then  the  resulta would  probably 
not  be  fully reliable. 
Now  this is a  most  important  point,  for  the  colliery costa 
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that portion of the  macro-economie  costs1  which  falla within their 
(the enterprises')  casting. 
If the  micro-econbmic  costa are  taken  as being the enterprises' 
routine  operating costa,  we  must  reckon  over  and  above  these  the 
costa  born~ by  the  public  at large,  viz. 
(a)  the  amount  by  which  what  the  coal industry takes  from  the 
general pool of the  economy  exceeds  what it pute  into it in 
taxes; 
(b)  operating costa  borne  not  by  the  coal induatry but  by  the 
authoritiea or  by  other industries  (e.g.  those  interlocking 
with it); 
(c)  all direct  and  indirect social-security arrangements  for  the 
benefit of actively-employed mineworkera  which are  finanoed 
by  the  authorities and not  by  the  enterprises; 
(d)  other allowances,  auch  as  depreciation reliefs,  interest 
reductions,  research grants,  etc. 
To  work  out  the  incidence  of all these  items in  full falls 
well outside  the  ecope  of this study.  It must  be  remembered 
that other industries too  receive  assistance  with their costa,  in 
~reater or lesser degree. 
80.  Ongoing  macro-economie  costa  do  not  include  the  following, 
1 
si~oe they are  "hangover"  chargea  from  the  past: 
(a)  charges  born~ by  the  authorities with respect  to  the  aeparate 
~ining industry social insurance  schemes (state payments  ta 
t~e insurance  institutions); 
The  macro-ecopomic  costa of the  industry are  borne  by  the  community, 
through  purch~ses of coal  (at  a  priee  which  may  be  higher  than  that 
of competing  p~oducts owing  to protective  measures)  and  through  taxes. - 45  - 3541/1/XVII/71 )  ~ 
(b)  past  charges  incurred  by  the  coa1  industry but not  covered  by 
its present  level of contributions,  and  accordingly,  under 
integrated social insurance  schemas,  partly borne  by  other 
industries. 
Concerning  (a),  which is quantifiable,  fuller details are 
given  in Chapter II.2.3.2 subsection  119  below;  (b),  however, 
cannot  be  amplified in this way,  as  in the  case  of integrated 
social insurance  schemes it is practically impossible  to  break 
1  down  the  charges  by  industries. 
81.  The  micro-economie  costa  figuring in the  enterprises'  casting 
1 
have  risen  over  the  last ten  years,  in national currencies,  by 
different  amounts  in different coalfields  (see  Annex  16).  The 
German  coalfields'  costa,  in marks,  remained relatively steady, 
thanks  mainly  to  the  substantial productivity gains  achieved,  but 
partly also  to  state intervention in the  matter of minera'  insurance 
(sickness  insurance  being incorporated into  the  general  scheme); 
French costa,  in  francs,  showed  the  largest increase,  by  reason 
firstly of the  general priee  trend2  and. secondly of the  fact·that 
productivity rose  only  a  little in comparison  with  wages,  so  that 
labour costs went  up. 
As  Annex  16  ind~cates,  there  were  times  between  1957  and  1969 
when  costa  were  reduced,  but  from  1969/70 an  upward  movement  is 
everywhere  apparent,  due  chiefly to relatively considerable  wage 
increases. 
As  the  Belgian  coal industry's retirement  pensions arrangements  were 
integrated in 1968,  no  figures  for 1969  could  be  included in  Annex  15. 
2  The  general priee  trend affects  the  coat  of colliery equipment. - 46  - ,3 541/1/XVI  I/7  0-E 
Compariaon  of the  movement  of colliery costa in each  country 
with·that country's wholesale  priee  index  (see  Annex  24)1  shows 
that in Germany  the  two  moved  between  1957  and  1968  approximately 
in parallel,  whereas  in the  other Community  countries  the  former 
far  outstripped  the  latter. 
82.  The  movement  of nominal  colliery costa,  in national currencies, 
ia largely governed,  owing  to  the  high  incidence  of labour costa,  by 
the' movement  of wages  and  output  per manshift  in relation to  one 
another.  As  can  be  seen  from  Annexes  17,  18  and  19,  colliery 
productivity,  expressed as  underground  OMS,  rose  in al1 countriea 
2  except  Germany  more  slow1y  than hourly  wages  and  related charges; 
in France  in particular the  gap  was  very  wide  indeed. 
83.  The  disparate  movement  of wage  costa and productivity not  only 
determined  the  trend in costa overall,  but  altered the  coat pattern. 
Thus  only in the  German  coalfielda and Lorraine  was  the  ahare  of 
labour costa in the  total kept  steady at  just under  60%;  e1sewhere 
it went  above  60%. 
84.  The  differing movements  of costs in national currencies  (see 
Annex  16)  do  not  ref1ect  the  shifts in the  competitive  positions 
of Community  coa1  producera vis-à-vis  one  another  and vis-à-vis 
importa.  To  compare  costa country by  country it is necessary to 
convert  the  national  figures  into unite of account  at  the  current1y 
ruling rates of exchange,  which  underwent  severa1 alterations 
between  1957  and  1969  (5%  reva1uation of the  mark  and  guilder in 
1961,  successive  devaluations  of the  French  franc  in 1957,  1958 
and  August  1969  by  37%  in all,  8.5%  revaluation of the  mark  in 
October 1969). 
1  Comparison  within each country. 
2  Incl.  social security charges. - 47  - 3  541/1  /XVII  /70-F 
Comparison  of Anne:x:  16  wi th Annex  20  shows  that  the highly 
disparate movements  of oosts in national  ourrenoies as between  ooalfie1d 
and  ooalfield over the  period 1957-69 vere  strikingly offset by 
adjustments in exohange rates.  Th~s with the  1~  devaluation of the 
French  franc in the  summer  of 1969,  the  1%  coat inorease in france 
during that year beoomes  a  5%  oost reduction in units.of acoount.1 
Conversely,  with  the  mark  revalued,  German  oosts in unite  of acoount 
work  out 8.5% higher in the last quarter of 1969 for that reason alone, 
the relevant indices  (see  Annex  20)  ranging from  126  to 139 acoording 
to ooalfie1d;  this is, in soma  cases,  above  the  French  and Belgian 
figures,  even though  in the  German  industry productivity gains between 
1958  and  1968  fully kept  pace  with wage  inoreases,  whioh in the  French 
and Belgian industries they very definitely did not. 
85.  While  mioro-eoonomio  oo11iery oosts are  oomputed  by the  same 
ori  teria in all the  Communi ty co\mtries,  for  purposes  of oountry-by-
oountry oomparison it is necessary to know  exactly how  they are made 
up.  Thus  for instance,  for reasons  connected with  the  French social 
insurance arrangements,  the incidence of socia1-seourity charges is 
about  two  unite of aocount  per ton higher in the  French  coa1fie1ds1 
2  coste than in any others.  This is not  al1owed  for in Annex  21,  whioh 
is based on  producers1  original declarations of their mioro-eoonomic 
colliery oosts. 
.  .. ; ... 
1  The  French  coat averages  for 1969 were  arrived at from  weigbted values 
converted for  the first half-year at the  o1d  parity and  the  second at 
the  new. 
2  The  amount is made  up  to  the  Charbonnages  de  France  dir~ot by the 
Government.  To  caloulate  the  difference in incidence,  a  comparison 
was  made  between the  Ruhr  and  Lorraine  coa1fields.  According to 
"Social Statistios" {Statistica.l Studies and  Surveys of the 
Statistioal Office of the  European  Communities,  vol.  5/1968,  p.  151), 
employers'  related charges  (. social-security oharges)  per hour in 
respect of underground workers in 1967  worked  out at 0.58 u.a.  in the 
Ruhr  and 1.16 u.a.  in Lorraine,  per  ton produoed this gave  1.32 and 
2.54 u.a. respeotively,  a  difference of approximately 1.2 u.a.  per 
ton.  Alloving for the higher  OMS  in Lorraine  and  for the  trend in 
1968  and 1969,  the  extra charge  on  the  French coal industry via-l-via 
the rest ia estimated at  2.0 u.a.  per ton. - 48  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
86.  Annex  21  ahowa  the  variations in the different ooa1fieldst  ooata 
at ruling exohange  rates from  the  Community  average,  aa  an indication 
of their relative competitive positions in the  Common  Xarket.  In 
point of faot,  hovever,  there is not  muoh  oost-based  ~ompetition~ 
sinoe  for the most  part ooal is not  sold in the  Community  at break-even 
but at subsidimed priees,  often far below  oost. 
It ia not necessarily true  for all oollieries that re1atively 
high costa mean  high operating lossesa  some  coals,  such  as anthracite, 
are expansive to mine  but sell well  and  fetoh  good  priees.  At 
ooalfield level,  however,  it is,  generally speaking,  a  faot  that high 
costa mean  an adverse trading position.  At  the  same  time  lov costa 
do  not of themse1ves  ensure  a  relatively satisfaotory onet  a 
ooalfield's average  earning oapaoity depends  on  the  grades of coal 
mined, .and also on  the  size of the selling area,  for  sales to  consumera 
at great distances earn oollieries very little. 
87.  As  oan  be  seen  from  Annex  21,  the  oost  scatter among  the 
ooalfields widened  between 1958  and  19681  in 1969,  however,  in 
oon•equenoe  of the  devaluation of the  Frenoh  franc  and  revaluation 
of the mark,  there was  a  contraction,  partioularly as between the  French 
and  the  German  ooalfields. 
88.  Down  to mid-1969  the  Ruhr  had the  lowest  costa in unite ot 
aooount,  but in the fourth quarter,  as a  reault ot the  8.5~ revaluation 
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ooup1ed vith vage increases,  these vent  ~  above  Lorraine•s, 
a1though in 1968,  prior to the devaluation of the franc,  they had 
been  24~ be1ow  them. 
89.  Judging by the movement  of costa in national  ourrenciea hitherto, 
it appears most  unlike1y that any reductions will be  achieved by 
1975  .• 
Over  the period 1958-69  the annua1  inorease in oosts was 
between 1%  and  6%,  aocording to coalfie1d  (see Annex  16). 
'In the Belgian,  French and Dutoh  mines there is no  prospect 
of maintaining stable coste in national  currenoies,  a~ it will not 
be possible,  any more  than in the past,  to  offset wage  inoreases 
by produotivity improvements.  Even  with uneoonomio  pite olosed,  the 
ooalfields' average  coste must  be  expeoted to  continue rising,  at 
an annual  2%  to  2.-. 5%  in Bel  g1 um  and  3%  to  4%  in France. 
In the  German  ooalfields too it is doubtful whether costa oan 
be kept  as  steady as they formerly were.  They are  bound  to be 
driven up by the  substantial inoreases in wages  and  social-seourity 
charges,  with only relatively small  accompanying productivity gaina, 
in 1969-70.  They will therefore be  appreciably higher in 1970  than 
in 1968a  whether it will be  possible  to stabilize them  at their 
1970  level until 1975  is unoertain. 
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11.2.2.2.  Coal  priees and colliery revenues 
90.  Under Article 60  of the  ECSC  Treaty,  enterprises of the  ooal 
indu~try are required to publish their priees.  These  sohedule  priees, 
however,  are reviaed only at longish intervals,  and  ~re not  a  means 
whereby  the enterprises  can react sensitively to  changing conditions 
of competition in the  energy marketa  short-te~ pries flexibility in 
line with the prevailing state of business could not readily be 
achieved by adjusting the  schedule priees. 
Community  schedule priees went  up  sharply in the  autumn  of 1969. 
Expressed in unite of aooount  the  amounts  of the inoreases in national 
ourrenoies were  sometimes  offset and  sometimes  cumulative.  The 
following figures,  an abstract of those in Annex  22,  show  the inoreasea 
1  in national currenoies and  the affects of the  parity changes. 
Priee increase  Parity  Overall  change 
in  national  in  schedule 
ourrency  change  priees,  in u.a. 
{'-
~ 
Coking fines  +13%  +8.5~  +22.5% 
Blast-furnaoe ooke  I  +19%  +8.5%  +30.2% 
Belgium 
Coking fines  +16.7%  +16.7% 
Blast-furnaoe  coke  I  +30.o%  +30.~ 
NordLEas-de-Calais 
Coking fines  +23.5%  -11.2%  +12. 3% 
Blast-f'urna.oe  coke  I  +30.7%  -11.2%  +19.5% 
Lorraine 
Coking :f'ines  +14.  CJfo  -11.2%  +3.7% 
Blast-furna.oe  coke  I  +33.8%  -11.2%  +22.6~ 
As  Annex  22  indioates,  the soatter of ooa1  priees at April  1970 
was  wider  than before;  also,  the highest-cost ooal:fields quo te  the 
lowest  sohedule priees and  vice versa. 
.  .. / ... 
1  Prioo movements  between 1  January 1969  and  1  April  1970. - 51  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
In oomparing sobedule priees aooount has  to be  taken of the 
quality of the  ooale oonoernedt  French  and  Belgian ooking ooàl,  for 
instance,  is inferior to Ruhr  coal  for produoing b1ast-furnace  coke. 
Quality differences are  extremely difficult to  oompu~e, but it is 
unlikely that they are  as marked as the differences in the  sohedule 
priees. 
The  effeot of the  1969-70 prioe  inoreases will  be  to render the 
Community  ooal induétry as a  whole  less competitive  than  ever,  even 
though  the  priees of the  oompeting produots are  going up  too. 
91.  Sinoe rebates are  granted so extensively in order  to align the 
quotations  on  those for  eompeting produots,  the  schedule  priees no 
longer really refleot the  true  Community  priee  levela.  to obtain this 
we  have  to take  the net earnings on  ooal  ex mine. 
Net  oolliery revenues- in national  ourrenoies,  inoreased less 
between 1958  and 1969  than did wholesale priees and  general  consumer 
priees in the  respective oountries  (compare  Annexes  23  and  24).  Coal 
beoame  relatively oheaper as  compared  with the movement  of priees 
generally. 
92.  In all the  ooalfields exoept  the  Ruhr  and Aaohen  net revenues 
ex mine  in national  ourrenoies rose oonsiderably lees between 1958  and 
1969  than oosts  (compare  Annex  23  and  Annex  16). 
93.  The  operating losses inourred in the  French,  Belgian and  Dutoh 
industries in consequence  of this lag between oosts  and  revenues have 
been made  up by subsidization,  whioh  oould be  taken as indioating 
that the  oommon  market in ooal has been  thrown oompletely out  or gear 
by the  granting of different amounts  in subsidy. 
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However,  this would  be  to misunderstand  the  fundamentals  of 
the  situation.  It is undoubtedly  a  faot  that competition  between 
Community  producers is confined to  a  very  small proportion  of the 
coal mined:  only  2%  of production in 1968  was  sold  by  downward 
alignment  of one  Community  producer's priee  on  another's.  This 
is because  the  Community's  coalfields are  situated comparatively 
far apart  and  transport  costa  are  a  serious obstacle  to  long-distance 
disposals.  As  production contracta,  each coalfield's sales radius 
will contract too,  and  sales will be  only to  consumera  in the 
vicinity. 
It is not  that competition  between  coal  producers is being 
prevented  by state subsidization:  inexorable  economie  processes 
have  led to  a  state  of affaira  where  such  competition is practically 
non-existent.  The  priee  of Commurtity-mined  coal .is  determined by 
1  the  priee  of imported coal  and  of competing  energy products,  and 
is not  affeoted in the  least  by  the  trifling competition  between 
indigenous  producers.  Disposals of German  coal  to other Community 
countrioa  - now  accounting  for  something  like  85%  of all intra-
Community  trade  in coal  - consist  almost entirely of coking  coal, 
much  of it supplied under  long-term  contracta at priees aligned on 
those  of imported coal and  yielding  the  produoers  very  low  net 
returna. 
94.  Net  collier~ revenues  are  micro-economically  comparable  as 
1 
among  the  Community  countries,  because  they are  calculated by 
uniform criteria;  the  market  valuation of coal,  on  the  other hand, 
differa  from  one  country  to  another.  In  comparing  the  coalfields' 
revenue  averages it is necessary  to  bear in mind: 
(a)  quality differences in  the  coal sold; 
(b)  differences as  to  types  and  grades  in the  tonnages  sold; 
Imported rival energy  products  are  of course  handicapped  by  the 
assistance  given  to  the  Community  coal industry. - 53  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
(c)  differences in  the  location of the  coalfields in relation to 
the  ports  through which  importa enter the  Common  Market; 
(d)  differences in aize  of sel1ing area; 
(e)  national  financial,  administrative  and  fiscal measures  serving 
to  protect  indigenous  coa1  (subsidiea to  consumera  of 
Community-mined  coa1,  duties  and  quotas  on  imported  coa1  and 
consumer  taxes  on  oompeting products  a11  help  to  booat ita 
net earnings); 
(f)  subsidies to enterprises direct,  allowing of schedu1e  priees 
below  break-even  point  and  downward  divergence  of revenues 
from  costa. 
These  non-quantifiable  factors apart,  Annex  26  shows  a  diminution 
between  1958  and  1968  in  the  scatter of the  coalfie1ds'  revenue 
averages,  the  spread  beginning  to  widen  again  on1y  in 1969. 
The  scatter of net  revenues  ex mine  in 1968  was  only  about 
two  unite of account  per  ton,  much  sma11er  than  the  corresponding 
figure  for  costa  (see  Annex  32); and  also sma1ler  than  that  for 
schedule  priees,  owing  to  the  levelling-out effect of rebates 
granted to align  on  the  priees of imported energy.  This  leve11ing 
of revenues is thus  due  not  to  competition by  Community  coal 
producers with  one  another,  but  to  competition  from  importa  and to 
subsidization. 
95.  It is pretty well impossible  to  suggest  any  figures  for net 
earnings to 1975:  these  will depend  on  the  subsidies,  the  protective 
arrangements  and  the  priees of the  competing  energy  products. 
1  For explanatory notes  on  the  figures  in  Annex  32,  see  Annex  30. .  . 
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Priees and  revenues  in  the  least viable  coalfielda will,  as before, 
bear practically no  relation to costa at all,  since  these  priees 
have  for  social reaaons  to  be  kept  well  down  until auch  time  as 
production is actually discontinued. 
Asauming  that  by  and  lar~e the  present  system of aida  to  the 
ooal industry is maintained,  colliery revenues will be  principally 
determined  by  the  movement  of imported energy priees. 
Profit  and  losa position of the  collieriea 
96.  The  subsidization of the  Community  coal induatry is neces-
aitated first  and  foremos~ by  the  lossea  on  coalmining proper,  and 
only to  a  minor  extent  by  those  on  coking. 
The  profit and  losa position of the  Belgian and  French 
collieries oan  be  described without exaggeration as  disastrous. 
The  coat/revenue  gap is auch that  they were  able  in 1969  to  oover 
only  between  55  and  60%  of their coste  (see  Annex  27):  even  the 
relatively high-performance  Lorraine  coalfield managed,  in terme 
of micro-economie  revenues,  no  more  than  65%,  though if allowance 
is made  for  the  exoeptionally high social-eecurity charges  there 
(two  unite of aocount  per  ton  above  other Community  coalfields) 
this works  out  at 73%.  In  sorne  Belgian  and  French ooalfields 
losses in 1968  were  lQ.to  11 u.a.  per  ton at  the  ruling exchqnge 
rates;  in  these  cases  the  revenues  are  nothing like  enough  to 
caver the  collieries'  current operating expenses. 
The  Limburg  and Saar coalfields'  coat  coverages  in 1969  were 
78  and  85%  respectively,  whioh is not  really enough  to  meet  ordinary 
operating expanses either.  The  Ruhr  and  Aachen  made  a  better - 55  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
showing;  average  operating lasses in 1969  for  Germany  overall 
1  amounted  to  0.6 u.a.  per  ton. 
97.  If the  subsidies to  the  Belgian,  French  and  Dutch industries 
were  eut  off,  85-90%  of production would  have  to  ceaae  more  or 
lesa  forthwith,  giving rise  to serious social problems.  Even  in 
Germany  withdrawal  of the  subsidies would result in considerable 
worsening of the  industry's  finances,  and  were  the  protective 
arrangements  to  be  done  away  with as well German  production like-
wise  would  have  to  be  drastically curtailed. 
As  can  be  seen  from  Annex  32,2  in 1968  only  about  20 million 
tons,  or  12%,  of the  Community's  capacity would  have  been  viable 
unsubsidized;3  inclusive  of subsidy  the  proportion was  higher, 
sorne  50 million tons,  or 28%. 
98.  Even  with  the  subsidies,  most  Community  enterprises are 
running at  a  losa,  with  consequent  wastage  of real assets. 
In the  Belgian industry in 1968  all the  collieries were  making 
lasses,  which  were  only marginally  reduced  by  the  enterprisea' 
other business activities.  The  subsidies to  the  Belgian mines 
are  as  a  rule  calculated individually in  accordance  with  the  state 
of the  particular enterprise's  finances,  to offset lasses,  and 
1Revenues  are  calculated iuclusive  of the  coking-coal subsidy payable 
under Decision No.  1/67,  at  about  0.4 u.a.  per ton. 
2see  explanatory notes in Annex  30. 
3But  assuming  continuance  of the  state payments  to  the  mines'  social 
insurance  scheme,  and  of  the  various protective  arrangements. 1 
2 
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Theae  offaetting 
subsidies are  on1y  aufficient to  keep  the  collieries going  for  a 
2  time,  as  they are  amaller  in  amount  than  the  operating lasses. 
In 1957,  40  of the  Belgian induatry's 51  enterpriaea paid divi-
dende,  in 1968  only  19  enterpriaea remained,of which  two  paid 
very  amall  dividende. 
The  make-up  of the  capital holdings of the  French nationalized 
coal corporation,  the  Charbonnages  de  France,  changed  as  follows 
between  1959  and 1968: 
FF __  millions 
Proprietary  Borrowed  Total 
caEital  caEital  caEital 
Position at 31.12.59  3  829  5  485  9 314 
Change  - 2  783  +  2  061  722 
Position at 31.12.68  1  046  7  546  8  592 
The  decrease  in proprietary capital representa  the writing-off 
of operating lasses remaining after payment  of subsidy.  The 
subsidies are  calculated individually in line with  the  particular 
colliery's balance-sheet,  with no  residue  for  rent accrual.  The 
Charbonnages  de  France's proprietary capital at end 1968  was  only 
12%  of the  total. 
In the Netherlands  the  State mines'  lasses are  compenaated 
by  the profits on  natural-gas production,  bath  coming  under  a 
single State energy  corporation;  the  privately-owned collieries 
receive subsidies  which  offset their operating lasses in  full, 
an  arrangement  regarded by  the  enterprises as  a  priee  the  State 
must  pay  for not  allowing  them  ta close  the  uneconomic  private 
pite on  the  spot. 
This  does  happen,  on  a  m·inute  ecale,  with the  investment  and 
depreciation aida,  which  are  payable  on  a  flat-rate  basis. 
Depreciations and servicing of proprietary capital are  not 
included in assessment  for  subsidy. - 57  - 3541/1/XV'li/70-E 
In Germany  the  indirect assistance  given,  in the  form  of 
the  requirement  that power-stations shall burn  indigenous  coal, 
benefits economie  and  uneconomic  collieries alike,  and  ao  tao  do 
sorne  of the  direct subaidies,  auch  as  the  shift bonus  and 
rationalization aid.  This  system  does  allow  of rent accrual1 
at  good  pite;  at  bad  cnes,  however,  the  amounts  are  not  auffi-
cient to offset lasses.  Analyais  of the  balance-sheets of 14 
typical mining  companiea  in the  Ruhr,  accounting  among  them  for 
53.2%  of total Ruhr  production,  still shows  an  average  cash  flow 
of DM.ll.52  per  ton  and  a  net profit of DM  2.59 per  ton,_or. 
2.88  and  0.65 u.a.  per ton  reapectively at  the  1968  exchange 
rate.  It remains  to  be  seen whether  similar resulta will  be 
obtained in  19?0 new  that  there  is a  single  coa1  corporation, 
Ruhrkohle  AG,  and  financial  adjustments  between  the  former 
parent  companiea  and  the  collieries are  no  longer possible. 
99.  The  Belgian,  French  and  Dutch  coal enterprisee'  financee 
are  in  a  very  bad  way  even  with  the  subsidies,  and  there is no 
chance  whatever of their recovery even if the  priees of imported 
coal  were  to  go  up.  Subaidization will have  to  continue  in 
these  three  countriea  so  long  ae  coal is mined  there  at all. 
In Germany  the  profit and  losa position will deteriorate 
in 19?0.  It is doubtful whether operating lasses can  be  reduoed, 
or eliminated,  between  now  and  1975 in  consequence  of increases 
in priees of imported coal,  or  through rationalizations.  If the 
existing support  measures  were  to  be  withdrawn  the  German  ooal 
industry too  would  face  grave  financial  diffiou1ties~ 
1  Rent  accrual in 1968  amounted  to. perhaps  10%  of the  ·aggregate  sum 
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11.2.3.  §tate assistance  to  the coal induetrJ 
100.  By  way  of introduction to  the  section which  tollowa,  it 
must  be  emphaaized that the  frequent use  of the  term. "assistanoe" 
ia not  based  on  detailed economie  analyaie of the  oonoept'e 
implications.  It may  seem  foolhardy  to  embark here  on  a 
discussion of matters of economie  importance  without  a  fira 
acientifio baseJ  nevertheless the  attempt  haa  to  be  made, 
in order to eatablish some  rough  quantitiea  and pointers. 
It is no  part of the  objeot  of the  present  study to  explore 
the theory of assistance.  For the  purposes of this paper,  the 
generic  expression  "assistance" is taken  as  meaning  interventioll 
by  the  public  authorities,  in the  form  of either protection or 
aubeidization,  in favour  of particular enterpriaes or industries. 
As  regards impact,  it is immaterial whether  we  deal  with  the 
primary or with  the  secondary  impact  of any  given  intervention~ 
what  mattera is its aim. 
Protection and  subsidization are  further subdivisible into 
direct  and  indirect protection  and  direct and  indirect subsidization. 
Protection comprises  interventions  to shield  the enterprise  or 
industry ooncerned  from  competition,  subsidization interventions 
to  afford direct or indirect financial  support  to  un- or under-
eoonomic plante,  tirms,  industries or areas. 
This  claesifioation is pu!ely  for  convenience,  and  in no 
way  an anticipation of  any  future  findings  by  specialized econoaiete  • 
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II.2.}.1.  Moveœent  and pattern of financial asei•tance 
II.2.}.1.1.  Developments  between  1265  and  1262 
101.  Financial assistance to  the  co al industry unde.r  Decision No.  3/651 
during the  period  1965-69 is dealt  with  in varioue  High  AuthoritJ and 
Commission  memoranda  to  the  Council,2  to  which  the_reader ie referred 
for further particulars. 
102.  The  Governments'  interventions are  moetly  for  three- or four-year 
periode;  an exception is the  German  legislation on  coal  consumption 
by power· stations  (the  Verstromungsgesetze),  which  is torun for ten 
years.  The  amounts  of the subsidies  are  often fixed  year  by year 
between  the parties concerned. 
103.  The  movement  ~d pattern of the  assistance  are  tabulated in 
Annex  28:  the  figures  there  given  for  1965  to  1968  are not  those in 
the  memoranda  for  the respective years,  whioh  are  the  targets,  but 
the  aotual  amounts  disbursed by  the  Governments.  The  references in 
the  breakdown  by  Articles of the  Decision are  to: 
Article 2,2:  State payments  to  the  mines'  social insurance 
schemes,  and  not  to  the  enterprises;3 
1  See  Jour al of ioiel des  Communautés euro éennes  of 25  February  1965, 
No.  }1,  pp.  0  ff,  and  2  October  19  ?,  No.  261  (extension of  the 
Decision for  a  further period). 
2  1965,  High  Autbority Doc.  No.  6100/65,  of 29  September. 1965; 
1966,  "  "  "  "  2000/2/66,  of 29  June  1966; 
1966,  supplement,  High  Authority Doc.  No.  415/2/67,  of  12  April  1967; 
1967,  High  Authori  ty Doc.  No.  700/67.,  of 21  June  19671 
1968,·  Commission  Doc.  No.  1121/68,  of }  June  19681 
1969, 
1  tt  ·tt  "  6890/1/XVII/69, of 8· July  1969. 
3  An  exception ie France,  where  in addition to  the  etate paymenta 
to the social insurance institutions there  are direct subsidies 
to  the.  Charbonnages  de  France  to offset the higher social-securit;y 
charges in the  French  industry  (approximately 2.0 u.a.  per ton 
above  the level elsewhere  in the  Communit;y). 
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Article  3:  Subaidiea to  enterprises for positive  rationalization; 
Article  4:  Subaidies  to enterprisea tor negative rationalization• 
Article 5:  Subsidies  to  enterpriees to prevent  serioue  imbalance 
of economie  and  social conditions in the  ooalfields. 
The  Governmenta'  diebureements under  theae  heada  were  checked  by 
the  High  Authority,  or later the  Commission,  for  oonformity with  the 
terme  of  Decision No.  3/65,  and  thereupon duly authorized. 
104.  Ae  can be  aeen  from  Annex  28,  the  ecale of the  assistance under 
the  Decision increased considerably between  1965  and  1969,  though in 
different degree  for  the  different types  of intervention. 
105.  The  .atate  payment~ to  the  mines'  social inauranoe  achemea  rose 
over this period by  300  million u.a.,  from  900 million in  1965  to  1200 
million in  1969  {+  35%),  and  can  be  expected to  show  a  further increase 
in 19?0.  As  was  explained in the  yearly memoranda,  this upward  movement 
was  automatic  inasmuch  as 
(a)  the  number  of contributora is diminishing  in consequence  of 
the  contraction and  rationalization of production,  with the 
total personnel  of the  Community  coal industry down  from 
736  000  at  end  1964  to  471  000  at  mid-1969  (- 36%)1 
(b)  the  number  of penaionera  dropped  only elightly,  by perhapa 4-, 
the  total  for the  coal industry standing in 1969  at some  1  200  000. 
This ia bringing an  automatic ahift in the ratio of contributors to 
pensionera:  ~n 1969  the  ratio  waa  approximately  1:3,  as  against  1:0.5 
for  the  general  aoheme. 
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A further  complication  for  the  finances  of  the  mines'  ~cheme 
ia that  although  the  amounts paid in per contributor are  going up 
so too  are  the  amounts  paid out per penaioner;  as there  are  many 
more  pensioners than contributors,  the  increase  in·outgoings is 
coneiderably larger than the  inoreaee in incomings. 
Consequently,  the  state payments  to  the  insurance  institutions 
are not  operating  eubaidies,  for  they  have  nothing to  do  with present 
productions  they relate to  chargee resulting from,  but not  oovered by, 
past operationa,and bence  now  requiring to  be  met  by  the  public  at 
large.  The  macro-economie  coste of present  and  future  operations 
must  be  treated as  comprising  only current  drawings  on  goods  and 
services,  and  not  unmet  charges  from  the past. 
106.  The  subsidies under  Articles 3  to  5  of the Decision really  do 
constitute assistance  for  current operations.  The  figure  here  rose 
from  some  80  million u.a.  in 1965  to  close  on  500  million in  1969 
(see  Annex  28).  Percentagewise,  however,  the  increase  was  smaller 
and  smaller each year,  and  in  1970  there will be  an  absolute  decrease, 
mainly  owing  to  the  contraction in production. 
Rationalization aubsidies under  Articles 3  and  4  accounted in 
1969  for  20~ of disbursements under  Articles 3  to  5  together;  they 
go  chiefly to  the relatively remunerative pits in Germany,  while 
the  Article 5 subsidies  are  paid for  the  most  part to  France  and 
Belgium,  where  the profit and  losa position is worse  than  average 
and  for social reasons  the  rate of pit closures has  to  be  adapted 
to openings  for  the  reabsorption of the  minera  rendered redundant. 
107.  As  appears  from  Annex  29,  the  amounts  paid in subsidy under 
Articles 3  to 5  vary fairly markedly  from  coalfield to  coalfield; 
the problems  this poses  with regard to  competition  are  discussed in 
the  yearly memoranda  on  the  interventions. 
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II.2.3.1.2. Q!!r!ll assistance position,  1968 
108.  The  subsidies under  Articles  3  to  5  of Decisio.n  No.  3/65 
are  not  the  only  forme  of assistance  to  current operations.  The 
following is a  tentative assessment  of the  position as to assistance 
overall,  based· on  the  figures  for  1968,  the latest year  for  which 
the  final data on  colliery coste  and  revenues  were  available  at  the 
time  of writing. 
109.  Assistance  to  the  ooal  induatry in  1968  as declared by  the 
Governments  to  the  Commission  included,  over  and  above  the  subsidies 
under Articles 3  to  5,  the  items: 
coking-coal subaidy 
other assistance 
74.7  million u.a. 
84.9  "  " 
159.6  " 
tt 
With  the  424.6  million u.a.  shown  in Annex  28  for  the  subsidies 
under Articles  3  to 5,  this brings the  grand  total for  1968  to 
584.2  million u.a. 
110.  At  the  same  time it must  be  bo~ne in mind  that current  operations 
are not  only  subeidized but protected.  The  implications of the 
protective ·arrangements  are  not quantifiable.  Thus  in the  case of 
the  various  taxes  payable  (except  in France)  on heavy  fuel oil, it 
is not  possible  to  compute  how  far  their abatement  or abolition would 
dri.ve  down  average  colliery earnings per ton  or, if there  were  no  priee 
alignments,  the  tonnages  of coal sold.  In the  absence  of priee 
alignments,  amaller  sales tonnagewise  would  not  mean  lower  average 
earnings per ton,  but .might  mean  higher costa in the  event  of  a  drop 
in capacity utilization.  Once  capaoity had  been  trimmed  to  the 
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reduced  sales outlete by the  closure  of uneconomio  pite,  some 
coalfields'  average  costa,  and operating loeses also,  oould 
even  be  lower  than before  the  abolition of the  tax.  It would 
also  depend  partly on  the  oil companies'  pricing policy what 
impact  reduction or removal  of the  tax would  have  on  average 
revenues  from  salee of Community-mined  coal  to induetry and 
private households.  Much  the  same  difficulties would  be 
involved  in seeking  to calculate the  effects on  colliery finances 
of abolition of the restrictions on  coal  importe,  or,  eimilarly, 
the  effeots of  tax concessions,  interest reductions  and  so  on. 
111.  The  incidence  of  these  non-quantifiable  advantages  (which 
are  itemized in Annex  31)  from  protection and  indirect eubeidizatioa 
differe  from  one  Community  country to another,  the  economie  benefit 
to  the èollieriea working out highest in Germany,  and  lese elsewhere. 
It is not  possible to  suggest  any  figures,  but  termination of the 
arrangements  would  certainly hit the ailieries hard even if 
subsidization continued at the  level of 584.2  million u.a. 
112.  Annex  31  shows  the  quantifiable  eubsidies broken  down  by 
their effects on  the  collieriee'  coste  and  revenues.  For 
methodological  and  practical reasons it was  neoeasary to  deduct 
from  the  grand total of 584.2  million u.a.  the  sum  of 62.4  million 
u.a.,  as  impossible  to  classify.  The  latter amount  is made  up 
as  followa: 
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Germanye  Oompenaatory  ahitta  •••  •••  •••  57.7  million u.a. 
Belgiume  'aymanta  to looal authoritiea 
in whoae  areaa oolliery 
peraonnel  are  living  •••  • ••  0.2  "  .. 
Raduoed  holida7 taree tor 
minera  •••  • • •  •••  •••  • ••  • ••  o.e  "  " 
Paymenta  to mines•  oontri-
butory holiday sohemes  •••  3.7  "  "  • • • 
62.4  ..  " 
The  remaining 521.8 million u.a. is olassified ùi Anne~_ 31  by.~~  œture 
of the  subsidy'a effeot  on  mioro-eoonomio  oolliery oosts or revenues 
in the different oountries.  It does not  inolude the  portion of the 
ooal industry's sooial-seourity charges  met  in 1968  from  publio 
funds. 
As  the  Annex  shows,  generally speaking the mioro-eoonomio  coste 
and  revenues deolared for the  German  oollieries need  to be  oorreoted 
for subsidization before they oan  properly be  oompared  vith the 
figures  for the other oountrias. 
113.  This  correction having been made,  the unsubaidized  ooats  and 
revenues of the  Community  oollieries,  grouped in batohea of about 
10 million tona in desoending order of aolvenoy,  are  ahown  in Annex  32. 
This  gives  a  rough  pioture  of the  finanoial  profit and  loas situation 
in 1968  before  subventions.  The  last two  oolumna  of the  table  give 
the input and  ~tput of the  ooking-plants of eaoh batoh,  whioh  are of 
partioular importance  for  the  supply of metallurg1oal  coke  to  the 
steel industry. 
.  .. / ... .. 
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114.  The  following pointa emerge  from  Annex  32.1 
(a)  Of  the 1968  produotion of 180  million tons,  about  20  million wou14 
have  paid ott even unaubaidizad.  Unproteoted,  probabl7 hardl7 a 
single pit in the  Community  would  have had  any prospect ot 
aurviving for long. 
(b)  The  ooats  eoatter  (unsubsidi••d)  among  the  b&tohes  of oollieriea 
in 1968  waa  batween 11  and  30  u.a.  per ton,  but  the  aoatter ot 
revenues  on1y between about  13 and  just over 14. 
(o)  Total operating loaaea  (unsubsidised) in 1968  amountad  to 
approximately 720 million u.a.  net,  i.e. the aggregate loas of 
743  million b7 the loss-making pita minus  the aggregate profit 
of 23  million by the  prof'!  t-makin·g onea. 
(d).  The  aaaietanoe of 517.9 million u.a.2  turniahed in 1968  oovered 
7~  of the net operating lossea.  The  losa of roughly 
202  million left outstanding after aubaidization representa an 
aggresate losa of 274.8  million minus  an aggregate  profit of 
73.2 million. 
(•)  With  subsidization,  the  Community  had in 1968  an apparently 
viable  oapaoity of about  50  million tons. 
(f)  The  eoatter of rates of subsidy per  ton among  the batohes of 
oollieries in 1968  vas between 1.5 and  11.0 u.a.  As  olearl7 
appeara,  in respect of 100 million tons  or  so the marginal 
aubaidy is lesa than 2.0 u.a.  per ton,  but after that it goes 
up in a  series  of leaps to nearly 11.0. 
.  .. / ... 
1  The  inoreases in revenues after the  sohedule priees were  put  up in 
1969  made  very little difference to the profit and  losa position,  as 
oost inoreases ooourred at the  same  time. 
2  The  521.9 million u.a.  shown  in Annex  31  beoomes  517.9 million in 
Annex  32  owing to the  exclusion of Lower  Saxony and  the  small mines. - 66  -
(g)  Pros  the  subaidies paid not  pro rata ot in41~4ual pita' 
operating loaaea,  but at a  flat rate tor ton ot ooal  aold or 
produoed irreapeotive  ot viabilit71  there aoorued at the 
apparentl7 viable plta renta to a  total ot 49,.9  million u.a.,1 
uaable atter tax tor either plougbing baok,  redemption or 
distribution in dividende. 
115.  Deapite aubaidi•ation the  majority ot enterprisea in 1968 
undervent  aaaet wastagea  that ia,  the aaaiatanoe vaa not auffioient 
to œaintain production oapaoity in the long term.  To  do  this,  either 
the  protection or the  aubaidiea vould have  had to be  atepped up  to 
oover the ooata in full • 
.  The  total production from  uneoonomio  pita atter aubaid7 in 1968 
waa  127.9 million tons,  and  the total operating loaees ot theae pit• 
atter aubaid;r  274.8 million u.a.  (aee 114,d abon)...  Had  the  objeot 
then been to keep  production indetinitel7 at the 1968  level, it would 
thue ha._ been neoesaary to turniah in that 7ear a  turther 
275  million u.a. in aubsidy to oover theae loasea too. 
116.  With  a  total aubaidf ot 792.7  (•517.9 + 274.8)  million u.a.,  th• 
oondi-tiona would  theoretioall7 have  been  preaent1  on  the  1968 basil -
i.e. retaining all the  exiating forma  ot protection and  other aaai•tanoe 
(••• Annex  31)  and  taking no  aooount  ot the oontinuing aooial-aeouritr 
'  ' 
chargea to be  met  by  the  publio - for the long-term maintenance  of 
Communit7  ooal production.  In faot,  however,  in view of the movement 
ot ooata,  the amount  would  have  had  to be  increaaed as time  vent on. 
An7  ohanse  in even a  single  one  of' the :faotora invol  ved in thia 
overail oaloulation means  a  ohanBS  in the  amount  of the aeaiatanoe 
required - a  point of partioular importance in diaoussing fUture 
eventuali tiea in this regard. 
1 This worka  out at 1.0 u.a.  per ton produoed.  .  ..  / ... - 67  - 3541/1/XVll/70-E 
117.  Annex  33  offers a  very tentative  assessment of the  amounts  of 
subsidy for given levels of production.  The  figures  for the  sums 
aotua11y paid in 1968  are  those  shown  in Annex  32,  and  those  for the 
additiona1  sums  that would  be  needed repreeent ooverage  of the losses 
after subsidy of the  respective batohes  of oollieries,  also  shown  in 
Annex  32.  Annex  33  thus  seeks to indioate what it would  have  oost 
to maintain production on  the 1968  basis,  and what it would  oost to 
do  so at certain other production levels. 
The  reduction of production by segments of roughly 10 million 
tons,  starting with  the  olosing of the least viable pite, is a  purely 
mathematioal  exeroise,  not  oorresponding at all to the  aotual  sequence 
of olosures  scheduled down  to 1975.  As  oan be  seen from  the  figuras 
in Annex  1,  olosures are  not  always  (thougn usually)  effeoted 
aooording to the  solvenoy rating of the ooalfield ooncerned,  but  alao 
in the light of social  considerations. 
The  variants in Annex  33  range  down  to  a  production leval of 
about  lOO  million tons,  which  would  have  been neoessary in 1968  to 
assure  the requisite  flow  of ooking ooal  and  coke  to the  Community 
steel industry.  As  oan be  seen,  at this leval the  amount  of the 
subsidy,  on  the 1968  basie,  would  have  worked  out at approximately 
220  million u.a. 
118.  As  to how  the volume  of subsidy is likely to move  in the 
future, it is impossible  to  suggest  any figuresa  quite apart  from 
the numerous  eoono~io factors involved,  the total scala of 
subsidization will be  a  matter for political-level decision. 
11.2.3.2.  Special  pointe with respect  to  social  security burdens 
119.  State  payments  to the mines'  social insuranoe  sohemes  under 
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These  being oharges  from  the  past,  they were  borne  by the  publi~; 
they are not inoluded in oollieries'  micro-economie  costa,  nor  should 
they be  reokoned to ourrent  oosts  of production. 
The  following points should be  noted. 
(a)  The  Member  Governments  also make  paymente  out of their overall 
tax  reve~ues to the insurance institutions for  the  other industries 
(the  "general  soheme'').5  Maoro-eoonomieally,  this is a  general 
social adjustment  between  the  working population and  the 
population no  longer working.  The  paymente  to the  aeparate 
insuranoe  soheme  for the mines  must  therefore  be  viewed in 
oontext. 
(b)  The  oh~rse in respect  of retired and  dieabled minera ie a  char~ 
from  the paat,  Yhich has to be  borne  by  the publio beoause  the 
enterprisee have  not been in a  position to build up reservee  and 
...  1  ... 
1  Bee  Doo.  No.  6890/1/XVII/69,  p.  65J  the  u.a.  figures  there  given are 
reproduoed here  without alteration,  notwithstanding the  changes  in the 
parities ot the  French  franc  and  the  mark  in the  second half of 1969. 
2  For  the  problems involved in converting the  amounts  into u.a.  per ton, 
eee  Doo.  No.  6890/1/XVII/69,  p.  64. 
3 Incl.  87.2 million u.a.  paid direct  to  the  Charbonnages de  Franoe  to 
offset the exoeptionally high  social  seourity charges. 
4 The  low figures are  due  to  the faot  that Dutoh  social insuranoe ie 
funded,  in oontrast  to  the  schemas  in the other countries,  whioh  are 
eontributory. 
5 See  Annex  15. - 69- 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
the inoomings under  the  contributory sohemes1  are insuffioient 
to oover inherited charges of this nature -a contracting 
industry being very differently p1aoed in this regard  from  one 
that is growing or  on  an even keel.  Earlier on,  down  to 1957, 
the  faot  that  coa1  priees were  government-oont~olled prevented 
the enterprises from  setting aside  the neoessary.reserves 
against  the  oontingenoy of production outbacks,  after 1957 
the  state of competition made  this impossible. 
(e)  A major inorease in contributions in or  der  to have  the  enterprisea 
bea.r  past social security charges in the  ir entirety would  be  in 
the first pla.oe  impra.ctioable and in the  second  plaoe  a  wrong 
approach,  si  noe  this vould mean  that ourrent production had  to 
carry not  only the  macro-economie  coste but also  the  charges 
still outstanding from  the past. 
(f)  Current production  gives rise to fresh  social  security charges, 
which  have  to be  borne  by the  public where  they cannot  be reckoned 
in with normal  costs.2 
120.  This matter of the  ooal industry's fresh  oha.rges  on  the  social 
seourity side is highly relevant  to  any assessment  of the  total  charge 
resulting to the public in the  future  from  the continuation of ooal 
production. 
1 
.  .. / ... 
In Germany,  France  and Belgium  the  mines'  insurance  sohemes  are 
contributory;  the  funding principle is employed  only in the 
Netherlands. 
2  Inoreased colliery social security charges would  drive up costs. 
Given  the  interdependance  of the  subsidization arrangements  and 
effeots,  State  payments  to the mines'  insuranoe  schemas  would  go 
down,  but  the  subsidies to  offset the enterprises1  operating losses 
would  go  up by the  corresponding amount,  as revenues  could not be 
increased.  The  volume  of State disbursements in subsidy would 
remain unohanged. 121. 
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The  following  observations are  felt  to  be  called for.  On 
the  theoretical hypothesia of ooal  production's being scaled 
down  over  the  next  few  yeara  - at  a  aocially acceptable  rate  - to 
nil,  the  question of extra eooial aecurity  cha·rges  and  aubaidies 
to  meet  them  would  be  immaterial,  for it would  in any  case  be  the 
· publio  that was  left to  foot  the  bill:  that ia, it wou1d  have  in 
any  case  to  furniah several  thouaand  million unite  of aocount  a 
year  to  oover  the  chargea left behind  by  the  coal induatry,  since 
these  would  not  end  with  the  ending of mining operations,  but 
would  go  on  needing to  be  paid  for  a  number  of yeara. 
122.  If,  on  the  other hand,  production is maintained,  or allowed 
to contract  only slowly  - inatead of being  run  down  as  rapidly 
and  consiatently as  social considerations permit  - the  question 
of the  extra social charges  does  assume  importance,  sinoe in this 
case  there  would  be  an  added  burden  on  the  public  over  and  above 
the  direct and  indirect aubsidization  and  protection already being 
provided. 
i23.  The  argument  that  the  state  payments  to  the  mines'  social 
insurance  sohemes  would  not  need  to  be  so  large  with production 
remaining etable  or contracting slowly as  they would  with it 
falling steeply - because  the  inoominge  from  contributions would 
be  larger - is true,  but  for  the  present  purpoae  irrelevant:  the 
point ie that  the extra charges,  though  for  the  time  being  they 
would  be  lower if production  continued at the  same  level,  would 
ext~nd over  a  much~nger period of time  and  so  work  out higher. 
124.  It is very difficult indeed  to calculate  how  much  in  the  way 
of extra social aecurity chargea  the  coal induatry would  be  unable 
to bear.  Our  own  evaluation suggests that  the  additional amount 
might  be  round  about 1.0 units of account  per ton produced;  this 
would  have  to  be  treated as  additional aubsidy to current  and 
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No  conflict arises here  with Article  2,2 of Decision No.  3/65, 
since  calculations thereunder are  in ratios,  and after all the 
public is anyhow  being  burdened  more  and  more  with ever-increasing 
---~ate  pa~ments to  industry in general,  financed  from  general tax 
revenues  which  are  in their turn raised  from  indu~try.  It followa 
that,  macro-economically,  the  process is one  of redistributing 
incomes  between  the  working  and  the  ex-working population. - 72  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
CHAPTER  III 
Flexibility in response  to  demand  fluctuations 
125.  The  underlying  trend in Community  demand  for  coal  from  1957 
to  1969  was  sharply  downward,  the  level  falling  from  about  291  to 
about  212  million tons,  i.e. at an  average  6.5 million tons  a 
year  (see  Annex  34,  col.  9).  The  movement  was  not,  however,  a 
uniform  but  a  fluctuating  one,  which  caused  considerable 
difficulty in the  short-term adjustment  of supply.  In no  one 
year did production plus  importa  for  practical purposes  balance 
requirements:  only over periode of several years  were  supply 
and  demand  matched,  by  major  changes  in stock  and  import  levela. 
The  reason  why  adjustment is so  difficult in  the  Community 
coal market  is that  supply  and  demand  differ in  flexibility. 
When.  business is booming  shortages  develop;  when  the  boom  eases 
off structural substitution processes  make  their effects felt  on 
production,  and  colliery closures  follow,  with their attendant 
social problems. 
III.l. Fluctuations in coal reguirements 
126.  Demand  fluctuations  do  not  stem  purely  from  the  current state 
of business,  but  also  from  extraneous circumstances.  The  factors 
which  influence  them  are 
(1)  the  general level of economie  activity; 
(2)  the  level of economie  activity in the  steel industry  (coke 
requirements); 
(3)  the  weather,  viz~ 
(a)  outdoor winter  temperatures  (householders'  requirements), 
(b)  rainfall  (variations in hydro-electric  output  are 
reflected in the  consumption of the  thermal  power  stations). - 73  - 3541:/1/XVII/70-E 
In  the  short  term  these  varioua  faetora  do  not  cancel  one 
another out  to  any  great extent:  experience  has  shown  that  they 
have  much  more  often  tended to operate all together in the  aame 
direction,  whence  the  very great  quantitative  swings  in the 
demand  for  ooal  (see  Annex  35).  The  fluctuations  in the  steel 
industry's coke  requirementa  play an  important  part in this 
connection,  inasmuch as  they not  only  cause  the  demand  for  coking 
coal to  fluctuate  correapondingly,  but  also  pose  problems  of 
adjustment  for  the  coking plants  and to  -~!te  n()n-industrial  ( domes_tic) 
consumera  of coke.  Taken  over  the  whole  period,  the  range  of 
fluctuation of the  steel industry's coal requirements  (see  Annex 
35)  has  been  very  wide  indeed,  !  7  million tons. 
Annex  35  also  shows  that  the  interventions in  favour  of 
coking  coal and  power-station coal  have  had  a  steadying effect on 
the  demand  from  the  steel and electricity sectors,  though  they 
have  not  ironed  out  the  fluctuations  altogether.  (Some  cokable 
coal is burned at  power  stations.) 
l27.  Since 1957  the  fluctuations  in the  Community's  coal require-
ments  have  tended  downward,  that is,  the  downturns  have  been 
greater and  lasted longer  than  the  upturns.  In  the  very short 
term,  from  year  to year,  downturns  may  amount  to as  much  as 15-20 
million tons,  but  upturns at the  utmost  to 5-10 million  {see 
Annex  34).  As  business  cycles extend,  it has  been  found,  over 
three  to  five  years,  that  a  boom  means  that  an extra 30-35  million 
tons  of coal has  to  be  provided during three  or  four  years, 
whereas  when  demand  is slackening the  flow  will have  to  be 
curtailed by  45-55  million  tons  for  four  or  five  years. "' 
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This is the  "normal"  swing:  at times  of special criais the 
variation  may  be  much  larger,  as  for  instance  in 1958,  when 
demand  plunged  by  nearly 30  million tons  in  a  single  year  (see 
Annex  34). 
It is true  that as  coal  consumption  diminishes  so  too,  in 
absolute  terme,  will the  cyclical ups  and  downa  in  demand,  but 
relatively speaking the  problems  of adjustment  for  the  (diminiahed) 
coal supply will certainly be  aggravated,  as  consumption will  be 
confined more  and  more  to  the  consumer  sectors most  sensitive  to 
the  vagaries  of the  economy  and  the  weather. 
128.  Fluctuations  in  demand  are  not  speculative  movements:  with 
a  few  exceptions,  they correspond  to  fluctuations  in  consumption. 
In  comparison  with  market  fluctuations,  changes  in oonsumers' 
stocks play a  minor part,  by  reason not  so  much  of lack of 
facilities  for  storing large  tonnages  of coal,  as  of the  fact 
that hitherto  whole  consumer sectors have  been  to  a  great extent 
supplied direct,  so  that  the  burden  and  risk of holding stocks 
has  fallen  on  the  coal  producers. 
Since  in  the  circumstances  there  is no  possibility of elim-
inating or reducing  the  fluctuations  in consumption,  it may  be 
wondered  whether  consumera  and  dealers might  be  induced to  engage 
more  in buffer stockpiling. 
III.2.  Flexibility of coal supply 
129.  With  demand  so variable,  it is obvious  that  matching  supply 
to it poses  major  problems.  As  we  have  seen,  on  past  form  the 
total tonnage  on  offer over  a  given three  to  five  years  must  be 
adjustable  upwarda  or  downwards:  it may  have  to  be  stepped up 
by  30-35 million tons  or stepped down  by  45-55  million  (though) 
with  the  contraction in the  Community's  coal  consumption  these 
amounts  will become  smaller). - 75  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
Furthermore,  as  can  be  seen  from  Annex  36,  movements  on  the 
supply  aide  in adjustment  to  a given  change  in  demand  are  greater 
than  the  change  in demand  (compare  Annex  34,ool.  12  with  Annex  36, 
col.  5).  This ia because  changea  in producers'  coal stocka, 
aooording  as  they are  additions or withdrawals,  shift  from  the 
demand  to  the  supply  aide  of the  ooal balance-sheet  or vice  versa. 
Hence  the  fact  that  Annex  34,col.  14  shows  only  the  net  balances 
of st.ook  changes,  and not,  like  Annex  36,col.  2,  the  stock changes 
themselves. 
130.  The  means  theoretically open  to  the  coal producers  for 
effecting short-term adjustments  in  the  Common  Market  for  coal 
are 
varying  the  level of exporta  to non-Community  countries; 
varying the  level of production; 
varying the  level of pithead stocks. 
Qovernmenta  and  dealers  can  also vary  the  level of importa  as  a 
short-term regulatory measure. 
Of  these,  tinkering with exports  of Community  coal abroad as 
a  me~ns of obtaining a  more  balanced market  situation is ruled 
out  from  the start:  for  one  thing the  tonnages  exported are  not 
big enough  (see  Annex  34,col.  4),  and  for  another it is quite 
out  of the  question  to treat non-Community  consumera  of Community 
coal as  buffers.  This  leavea,  as the  only poasibilities for 
absorbing  demand  fluctuations,  the  varying of production,  producere' 
and  consum~rs•  stocks,  and  importa. - 76  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E  . 
131.  Another  possible  step  to  help  deal  with particularly severe 
temporary  scarcities would  be  to  vary  the  power stations'  coal 
input  so  that  more  was  available  for  the  coking·plants.  Since 
the  power  stations burn  sizable quantities of cokable  coal but 
are not  in  fact  absolutely  dependent  on  coal as  the  coking plants 
are,  arrangements  might  be  envisaged  whereby  in the  event  of 
short-term bottlenecks  the  coking plants  would  be  treated as 
having  to  sorne  extent  a  prior claim  on  supplies,  while  the 
power  stations had  to  use  other  fuels. 
III.2.1.  Flexibility in Community  coal production 
132.  As  matters  now  stand,  there  is very little scope  for 
adjusting to  demand  fluctuations  by  varying coal production. 
For  micro-economie  reasons,  such elasticity as  there  is in 
. production  does  not  come  into play at all until everything 
possible  has  been  done  as  regards  changes  in the  level of  pithe~d 
stocks,  so  that production levels  move  in response  to  demand 
fluctuations  only with  a  long  timelag.  This is because  of the 
employment  problems  involved  and  the  differences  between  the 
costa of the  two  types  of adjustment:  it costa  a  good  deal lees 
to vary  the  aize ·or stocks  than  to  vary  the  rate  of capacity 
utilization. 
133.  Like  all declining industries,  the  coal industry has  ita 
special adjuatment  problems. 
Matching  production  to  the  contracting  demand  for  Community 
coal is difficult not  only  by  reason  of social considerations, 
but  also  because  there is no  knowing  how  rouch  of the  contraction 
is structural and  how  much  is cyclical,  so  that it is impossible 
to  determine  exactly what  amount  of capacity should  be  scrapped. - 77  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
The  figures  in  Annex  34 indicate  that,  by  and  large,  the 
first stage  in the  response  to  falling  demand  consista in 
adding  to stocks,  the  second  in introducing short  time  and  so 
cutting back  capacity utilization  (see  Annex  37),  and  the  third 
in scrapping capacity outright,  i.e. accelerating the  rate of 
colliery closures. 
The  three  to  some  extent  overlap;  ~9~~over the  rate  of 
colliery closuree is not  directly related to  the  movementa  of 
demand  but is dictated by  poor economie  performance  and  by  social 
considerations,  the  process going  forward  more  or lesa  independ-
ently as sales outlets dwindle. 
Any  upturna  in  the  demand  for Community  coal are  cyclical 
and  not  structural;  there is no  prospect  of a  structural 
increase  now  or at any  time.  Matching production to  a  ehort-term 
rise in demand  is not,  therefore,  a  matter of installing new 
capacity.  The  response  to  auch  an  expansion is the  opposite  of 
the  response  to contraction:  first short-time  working is 
discontinued,  so  that capacity utilization g6es  up,  and  then  the 
accumulated stocka  are  put  on  the  market. 
Here  again  the  stages overlap.  It should  be  noted,  however, 
that colliery closures still take  place  even  when  demand  is picking 
up,  as  the  Governments'  closure  schedules usually remain  in  force. 
The  only  response  on  the  production  aide  to upturns  in demand  is 
the  making  of smaller cutbacks  than  would  otherwise  have  been  the 
case  (see  Annex  34,col.  13). 
The  closure  process  thus  goes  on  pretty well at its own  pace 
in times  of rising demand  also.  In  no  year since  1956  has 
Community  coal production  shawn  an  increase  in response  to  a 
cyclical rally in sales. - 78  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
The  basic  Gircumstances  are  auch  that  no  short-term upward 
adjustment of production is really possible.  Only  in the 
matter of capacity utilization1  is there  sorne  little ecope  for 
flexibility in this direction.  A short-term increase  in the 
labour  force  is not,  on  past experience,  a  pract~cal proposition 
(see  Annex  37),  nor  under  present conditions  does it seem  feasible 
to increase  the  number  of hours  per shift or of shifts per 
man-year. 
134.  Not  even  by  government  aid could  Community  coal production 
be  rendered less inelastic.  For this reason  the  Governments  do 
not  give  assistance  for  this purpose,  and  Decision No.  3/65  doea 
not  provide  that  they  ahou1d.  Only  in Germany  was  "short-time 
assistance"  furnished  in  1968,  to  a  total of 12.5 million u.a., 
and  that  was  a  social measure,  since  the  money  went  not  to  the 
enterprises but  to  the  workers,  to offset losa of earnings. 
III.2.2.  Pithead stocks 
135.  It  fo11ows  inescapab1y  that  Community  coal producers  have 
1 
mainly  to  absorb  demand  fluctuations  by  increasing or  decreasing 
pithead stocks. 
The  highest  and  lowest  stock levels of recent  yeara  are  as 





1967  (June) 
1970  (March) 





36.2  (a11-time  high) 
9.0 
Assuming  law uti1ization prior to  the  onset  of the  boom,  and 
availability of the  necessary  manpower. - 79  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
Stocka  thua  go  up  and  down,  in accordance  with  the  movements 
of demand,  in cycles of three  to  four  years.  The  1963  figure  of 
nine  million tons  was  just about  the  irreducible  minimum,  the  coal 
in question conaiéting mainly  of low-grade  matter unlikely to eell 
at all. 
The  level of Community  coal  stocks,  then,  has  latterly range.d 
between  nine  and  35  million  tons,  while  the  level of overall  demand 
has  fluctuated  upwards  by  30-35  million  and  downwards  by  45-55 
million tons.  The  margina  by  which  the  changes  in  demand  exceed 
the  changes  in  stocks are  the  amounts,  as  the  case  may  be,  of 
extra coal imported  from  outsidP- or of capacity taken  out  of 
production. 
136.  There  are  not  the  facilities  for  holding stocks  beyond  a 
certain level,  and  stockholding involves  running  costa  and  tiea 
up  substantial amounts  of money. 
If we  take it that 36  million  tons is on  technical grounds 
the  practicable  maximum, 1  this means·that  stock variation will 
not  be  enough  to  offset  demand  fluctuations if the  flow  of 
imported coal  remains  the  same.  In particular,  should  demand 
go  up  really markedly in  consequence  of a  general business  boom 
and  adverse  weather  conditions,  while  at the  same  time  colliery 
closures went  ahead regardless in  accordance  with  the  Governments' 
2  schedules,  there  would  simply not  be  sufficient coal in stock to 
compensate  for  the  decrease  in production  and  cover  the  extra 
demand  as well. 
1  With  capacity eut  back  as it has  been  since  1967,  it will in  fact 
not  be  possible  in  future  ever  to  build up  stocks  to  such  a  level 
again. 
2  See  Annex  1. 137· 
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Then  there  are  the  costa  to  consider.  In  the  first  year 
that  the  coal is stocked  the  costa  with  respect  to  placing in 
s~ock,  deterioration in quality  and  financial  overheads  work 
out  altogether  at  3  u.a.  per  ton,  and  in each  year thereafter 
the  running  costs  are  about  2  u.a.  per  ton. 
This  being so,  and  given  the  more  general difficulties 
involved in adjusting  supply,  the  idea suggests itself that 
priees  might  be  marked  up  when  demand  is going up  and  down  when 
it is going  down.  Flexible  pricing of  this kind  could  make  for 
rather broader-based  stockholding,  spread  among  producers,  dealers 
and  consumera. 
It  may  also  be  wondered  whether  adjustment  might  be  made 
easier by  state  assistance.  At  present  under  Community  law  this 
is permissible only  as  a  means  of averting social  and  regional 
complications.  The  German  Government  did in  1968  make  a  grant 
of seven  million u.a.  for  the  movement  of  four  million  tons  of 
coal  to  special depots  in the  vicinity of  consumer  centres,  in 
order to  prevent  the  creation of social problems  by  production 
cutbacks  in  the  coalfields,  where  there  were  neither the  space 
nor  the  technical  facilities  for  holding  any  more  stocks. 
III.2.3.  Flexibility in coal  importa 
138.  The  role of  imported  coal  in  the  Common  Market  has  changed 
completely  between  1953  and  1970.  Up  to  1957,  indigenous  coal 
being  adequately  competitive,  importa  were  unrestricted,  and 
accordingly it was  importa  that  took  the  main  brunt  (70-80%) 
of  the  fluctuations  in demand.  Then,  between  1958  and  1961, 
restrictions  began  to  be  imposed  in  one  Community  country after 
another,  and  demand  fluctuations  wcre  matched  half by  indigenous 
and  half  by  imported  coal.  As  a  result  of the  protective 
measures  in  faveur  of  the  by  now  quite  uncompetitive  Community 
product,  coupled  with  the  development  of shortages in the  world 
market,  the  flow  of  imported  coal  became  in  subsequent  years 
increasingly inelastic. 
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139.  The  ECSC  Treaty leaves  commercial policy vis-à-via non-Community 
countries within  the  sovereignty of the  Member  States.  Given  their 
divergent  interests,  this has  led to  the  present position whereby 
non-Community  coal  does  not  have  free  access to the  markets  of those 
Community  countries  which  mine  coal of their own.  The  degree  of 
interference with  flexibility differa  from  country to country. 
140.  In Germany  import  licences  are  granted only up  to  a  statutory 
ceiling  (the duty-free  quota),  fixed  for  1970  at 7.2 million tons, 
exclusive  of American  coal imported  direct  for  the  American  forces. 
This system,  which  has  been in force,  with slight variations in the 
aize of  the  quota,  since  1959,  was  laat extended  for  a  three-year 
period  to  expire  at  the  end of  1970.  The  law is that  tonnages  in 
excess of the  quota  are liable  to  a  specifie  duty  of  DM  14.00 per  ton. 1 
France,  Belgium  and  the Netherlands  alao  impose  quantitative 
restrictions on  importa of non-Community  coal,  though  the French 
official import  agency,  ATIC  {Association Technique  de  l'Importation 
Charbonnière),  may  make  short-term adjustments to  the  tonnages  in 
accordance  with  the state of  the  market. 
141.·  In  assessing the  flexibility of coal  importa  from  the  angle· 
~t availability in the  world  market,  it is necessary to differentiate 
by  grades. 
1  The  rate  was  originally  DM  20  per  ton,  but is being  scaled  down,' 
as  agreed  in the  Kennedy  Round,  to  DM  14  in  1970,  DM  12  in  1971 
and  DM  10  in  1972. 
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142.  It used  always  to be  ~ossible in very  cold spells to make 
up  the  Community's  supplies_ ~f house  coal  to  the  necessary level 
by  temporarily augmenting  the  amounts  brought  in  from  outside. 
In recent  years,  however,  American  and  British anthracite 
production capacity bas deoreased,  so  that in future it will 
be  necessary to  cope  with sudden peaks  in the  demand  for  bouse 
coal  by  buying larger  tonnages  than previoualy  from  the  Soviet 
Union,  provided  these  are  available  for  export. 
143.  The  world  coking-coal  market  is at present  decidedly tight, 
with the result  that priees  are  a  lesa important  consideration 
than  tonnages  and  grades.  Flexibility of supply in this market  haa 
diminished.  With  the  growing  interdependance  of the  national 
economies,  the  business cycles in the steel industry  are  tending 
more  and  more  to  take  the  eame  course  at the  same  time  in all 
eountries  (see  Annex  38),  lasting on  average  three or  four  years. 
144.  As  regards  the  supply of coking coal,  disposals  from  the 
world's  main  producer  areas  are  going  more  and  more  exclusively to 
the  eoking plants  and  power  stations  (see  Annex  39),  and  the 
further  the  pattern ahifts in this direction the  lesa  well placed 
the  exporter countries will  be  to  furnish  substantial extra tonnages 
on  a  short-term basis to  other  countries  in the  event  of a  boom. 
145.  What  short-term procurements of coking  coal,  and  also  of 
steam coal,  the  Community  will  be  able  to obtain depends  very 
largely on  the  supply flexibility of the  American  coal industry. 
Fluctuations in coal  consumption  have  hitherto  been  matched 
in the  United  States - in contraat  to  the  Community  - by  changes 
in  consumera'  stocks  and,  above  all,  by  varying  production. 
This high  flexibility of production  haa  been  achieved  not  merely 
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by stepping capacity utilization up  or  down,  but  by  actually 
closing mines  for  a  period  and  then  reopening  them  (compare 
Annexes  40  and  41).  Since  around  1963  or  1964,  however,  the 
position bas  changed in this respect,  and  flexibility has  lessened. 
Variations  in capacity utilization formerly  reflected  the 
changing  number  of working  daye  per  year,  which  moved  roughly 
in line  with  the  production trend.  For  soma  years  now  this 
number  has  stood at  219,  and  by  reason  both of social  considerations 
and  of the  collective-bargaining agreements  in force  it is unlikely 
that  short-term variation will be  possible  in future. 
As  to  the  future  movement  of production,  the  American industry 
is aiming at  keeping its labour  force  about  the  aame  and  achieve 
the  necessary long-term expansion of production  as  far  as possible 
by  productivity increases. 
Flexibility of production bas  been  further  impaired  by  the 
fact  that  a  great  many  small  mines  have  closed since  1964,  and 
the  rest will'probably  follow,  in consequence  of  the  tightening-up 
of the  safety regulations.  While  their share of  the  American 
industry's total production  was  comparatively small- 12.7%  in 
1963  - these  mines  were  able,  thanks  to  their special operating 
conditions,  to  contribute  quite materially to  flexibility of 
supply. 
In  sum,  it seems  clear that  the  supply of American  coal will 
not  in  the  future  be  as  flexible  as it has  been hitherto. 
146.  It does  not  look  as if the  Canadian  and  Australian coal 
industries will  be  in a  position to  do  much,  either,  to  meet 
short-term upturns in Community  import  demand,  as  at  their present 
stage of development  expansions in capacity are put  in band  only 
where  long-term supply contracta have  been or are  going to  be 
concluded. 
.  ..  ; ... - 84  - 3541/1/XVII/70-E 
The  supply  of coal  from  state-trading oountriee  does  offer 
some  measure  of  flexibility  inasmuch  as  bilateral trade  agreements 
with  them  allow  their partnere  the  option· of taking certain extra 
tonnages  provided  the  coal is available. 
147.  It must  be  emphasized  that the  foregoing  remarks  are  concerned 
purely  with  the  short-term  aspects  of  demand  fluctuations  and  the 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 r.om~tnity coke  requireaents 
(exol,  gas  ooke) 
1961  1968 
Co~ing plants•  own  oonsumptior  2.4  1.2 
·  Iron and  steel  induetr.y3  49·9  48.9 
Other industries  '·  7.8  6.0 
Hoayehold 1 se~&or incl.  free  eposa  s  personne  8.9  9.4 
Miscellaneous  0.3  0.6 
. Total dis  posa  la within  . 
Communi ty  69.3  66.1 
rainus  importa  0.1  0.2 
plus  exporte  3.7  2.7 
Total  72
1.9  68.6 
Stock changes  and etat-
iat  ica.l differences  f- o.s  - 3.4 
Coke  production  73-4  65.2 
1/1. 
................................  ·······-
..........  -= 
Input  of ooala 




'  ?Est  imat«J<l. 
tloal 
3Incl.  sinter ook~. 
5.8  ?.0 
91.9  77.0 
97·7  86.0 
~541/1/XVII/70..1 
Annex  2  • 
• '000 000  tons 
19691  19752 
1.2  1.0 
51.0  56 .. 04 
5·9  4.5 
8.7  s.o 




67.4  1  67 .. 0'  1 
t  .. 
1 
1 
0.8  1  0,2 
2,2 
' 
2.0  1 
68.8  -:~9 
- 0.3  1  -
i 
68.5  6d.8 
1 
~--··········· •••••••••••• 
11.2  28.5 
79.9  G3.0 
91.1  ~· L  • 5 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Progress  of mechanization in selected 
Community  coalfields 
·(production  from  fully mechanized  faces. 
in % of total production)1  · 
Annex  ll  --
1958  1960  1967  1968  1 
Ruhr  '20~8  36.1  78.0  82~3 : 
Lor·raine  82.7  80.1  95.1  76,0 
Nord/Pas-de-Calais  24.4  40.9  62:-9  63,7 
Campine  46.1  57.2  97-5  97,5 
1 
Figures  are not  comparable,  as  there is no  stan~ard 
definition of "full mechanization",. 
Annex  12 
Movement  of specifie capital expenditure  on 
Community  collieries 
-. 












1954  1958  1966 
0.74  1.02  0.86 
1.30  1.42  0,56 
1.45  1.00  0.65 
0.94  1.03  0.35 
B. Selected ·co$lfields 
0,68  0.95  0.92 
0,91  1.27  0.62 
2.16  1.58  ·0.85 
1.34  0.91  0.53 
1.45 
1 
1.71  0.55 
--· 
1967  ).968 
0.78  0.67 
0.68  0.91  . 
0.64  c.66 
0.25  0,22 
,, i_ 
0.83  0.73 
0.75  0.46 
0.81  o. 78 
0.56  o.sa 
0~62  0.89 3;41/i]XVf.I/70  -E. 
Annex  13.· 
Breakdown  of capital expenditure  on  Community 
·  collieries 
'000 000 u.a. 
1954  1958  1966  1967  19é8 
Shafts  and  under~kÎund  43·5  67.0  25.8.  20.0  19,·1  wo  ngs 
Machinery  below  ground  49.0  62.9  51.4  50.5  46.0. 
Haulage  and  winding 
installations  22.6  20.6  15.4  15.2  13.4 
Underground,  total  115.1  150.5  92.6  85.7  78.5 
Screening  and  washing  plant  68.4  50.6  29.1  20.4  12.5 
Otber  surface installations  31.4  33.0  21.8  19.3  18,j 
Co1liery  buildi~gs, etc.  26~9  34,3  19,3  14.5  14.3 
Surfàce, total  126.7  117.9  70 .. 2  54-2  45.1 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 3541/1/X  .-~rj';o-E. 
.·.  Anuex  22  . 
Selected schedule  priees  ex  mine,  before  tax,  at  ruling 
exchange  rates 
(as at  1  January  of  each  year) 
2A, 
u.a.  per  ton 
1966  1967  1968  1969  1970  1.4. 
1970_ 
~Ruhr  ,.-
!  Co king  fines,  medium-volatile  16.68  16.68  16.50  16.50  20.22  20.22 
1  Washed  smalls,  low- to  medium- 15-96  15.96  15.  7.5  15.75  19.40  19.40 
1  volatile 
Anthracite  singl~a  32.88  32.88  32 .. 50  32-50  39.34  39. : ... 
Ovoida  22.20  22.20  21.95  21.95  26.64  26 •  .$11 
Cru shed  and  acreened  coke  1  21.17  21.17  20.88  20.88  27.19  27 ..  1~: 
Saa.r  ~  ,-
21.86  Coking  fines,  medium-volatile  17.76  17.76  17.58  17 .. 58  21.86 
Cru shed  and  acreened  coke  1  22.44  22.44  22 .. 20  22.20  30,05  30,05 
1 
Be 1  g:t  '!!!!  ' 
Coking  fines,  medium-volatile  14.60  15.60  15.60  15.60  18.20  18. ?t1 
Washed  smalls,  low- to  medium-
volatile 
15.20  15.20  15.20  15.20  16.70  16 ...  , 
Anthracite  singles  43.00  37.50  37.50  37.50  40.00  40.~' 
Ovoids  24~80  22.80  22.80  22.80  24.30  24. 3') 
1 
Crushed  and  screened  coke  1  23.50  23.50  23.50  25 .. 00  31.50  32.5··:. 
NordLPas-de-Ca1ais 
Coking  fines,  medium-volatile  14.58  14.58  14.58  14.58  15.84  16.: 
Washed  smalls,  low- to  medium- 14-58  13.98  13.98  13.98  - - volatile 
Anthracite  singles  31.60  29.98  29.98  30.89  31.32  31.: 
Ovoids  21.88  21.88  21 .. 88  21.88  19.98  21.• 
Cru shed  and  screened  coke  1  20.25  20.25  20.25  20.25  22.50  24.~ 
.Lorraine 
Co king  fines,  medium-volatile  14.79  14.79  14.79  14.79  15.21  15. :w 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 ·state aid under  Decision l-To.  3/§5 
1965  1966 ··-·. 
A.  Action under Article  212 
'  Federal  Germany  529.4  568.1. 
Belgium  110.2  117.4 
France  254~5  279.0 
Netherlands  9  .. 8  21.0 
'  Total,  Community  903.9  •  985.5 
:a.  Direct assistance under Articles J-2 
OERMANY 
Article  3  - -
Article 4  12.9  17.6 
Article 5  7.6  17.9 
Total,  Germ any  20.5  35·5 
BELOIUM 
Article  3  - ).6 
Article 4  - -
Article  5  17.7  50.9 
j 
Total,  :Selgium  17.7  54.5 
FRANCE 
Article 5  43.5  66.8  -...... - ...... -. -~  .... 
Total,  France  43.5  66.8 
NmHERLANDS 
Article  5  - 6.3 
Total,  Netherlands  - 6.3 
-
COMMUNITY  (Articles 3-5) 
i 
3.6  Article  3  -
Article 4  12.9  17.6 
Article  5  6(3.3  141,9 
,..._.._.. 
Total,  Articles 3-5  81.7  163.1 
1 
3541/1/XVII/70-E 
Annex  28 
•ooo  000  u.a. 
1967  1968 
642.5  683,6 
128,3  131.1 
309,9  326,) 
21,0  15-4 
1 101.7  1 156-4 
- -
37.7  29,3 
65.7  85.4 
103.4  114.7 
5.3  4.6 
- -
66.8  72.8 
72,1  71·4 
121.3  214.6 
121,3  214.6 
~  ') 
.J  ~- 17.9 
.  ,... 
.J.. ~  17.9 
5.3  4.6 
37.7  29.3 
265.0  390,7 














0.  :;. 








47 .. 2 
388.~ 
---
485.1 .. '3541/1/r&Il,/70-E 
Annex  29 
State aid und er Decision 1To.  3/65  (contd.) 
u.a.  per ton produoed 
1 
1  l  1965  1966  1967  1968  1969 
' 
A.  Action under Article  2, 2 
Federal  Germany  3.77  4.33  5.52  5.84  5.98 
Be1gium  5-57  6  .. 71  7-82  8.86  10.63 
France  4~96  5-55  6.51  7.75  8.87 
Netherlands  0.84  2.04  2.'53  2.23  2.40 
Total,  Community  4.05  4. 71  5.84  6.40  6.91 
B.  Direct assistance  under Articles  J-2 
GERM ANY 
Article  3  - - - - 0.39 
Article 4  0.09  0.13  0.32  0.25  1  0.41 
Article 5  !  0.05  0.14  0,56  o. 73  0.27 
Total,  Oennany  0.14  0,27  0.88  0.98  1,07 
-
BELGIUM 
Article  3  - 0.21  0.32  0.31  0.33 
Article  4  - - - - 0.03 
Article  5  0.89  r-- 2.91  4.07  4.92  4.2§.._ 
TotaJ,. Belgium  0.89  3.12  4.39  5.23  5.32 
FRANCE 
Article 5  O.§L_ 
~·  ~.:33  2.55  5.10  6.24 
Total,  France  0.85  1.33  2.55  5.10  6.24 
NETHERLANDS 
Article 5  -'  0,61  1.35  2.59  5.27 
Total,  Netherlands  - 0,61  1.35  2.59  5.27 
COKMUNITY  (Articles 3-5) 
Article 3  - 0,02  0.03  0.03  0.28 
Article  4  0,06  0.08  0,20  0,16  0.27 
Article  5  0.31  0,68  1.40  2.16  2.20 
Total,  Articles  3-5  0.37  •.  0  .. 78  1  .. 63  2.35  2.75 Explanatory  notes  on  the  calculation of the 
figures  in  Annexes  31,  32  and  33 
3541/1/XVII/70-E 
Annex  30 
Material  available  to  the  Commission  includes  quarterly 
statements of each coalfield's average  costs  and  average  revenues, 
and  OMS  figures  for  each  colliery.  From  these  and  certain other 
data,  together  with  the  very  comprehensive  appraisal  of Ruhr  costa 
and  earnings prepared  by  Professors  Schwantag  and  Doraœwitz  for  the 
High  Authority of ECSC  in  1958,  we  were  able,  by  establishing  a 
correlation between  the  OMS  scatter  and  the  cost  average  for  the 
different  coalfields,  to  work  out  the  approximate  cost  scatter 
by  collieries  (coalfield cost  averages  corrected  to  allow  for  the 
cost-lowering subsidies  shown  in  Annex  31).  As  regards  revenues, 
since  the  figures  per colliery deviate  very  much  lesa  from  the 
coalfield averages,  in  the  absence  of  fuller particulars each 
colliery  was  treated  as  having  the  average  revenue  of the  coalfield 
concerned  (corrected to  allow  for  the  revenue-augmenting  measures 
shown  in  the  same  Annex).  The  difference  between  the  costs  and 
revenues  so  arrived  at  represents  - purely  arithmetically  - the 
unsubsidized position. 
Annex  32  groups  the  Community  collieries by  earning power  in 
batches  of round  about  10  million tons,  starting with  the  best 
performers.  It does  not  indicate  the  coat  scatter coalfield by 
coalfield:  what  it does  is to  range  the collieries in order  of 
earning  power  (also  showing  which  coals  each  batch  produces),  and 
from  this,  taken in  conjunction with  the  OMS  scatter in  Annex  10  -
which  can  be  interpreted  as  the  cost scatter for  the  individual 
...  / ... 2541/1/XVli/10-E'· 
Annex  30  (contd,f 
coalfields - a  rough  idea  can  be  obtained  of the positions of 
the  different coalfields in the  overall coat  ecatter. 
Methodological  difficulties  arose  as  to  the  breakdown  of 
subsidies  among  the  batches  of pits in  Annex  32.  For  convenience, 
the re  fore, 
(a)  the  German  collieries were  treated  as  being subsidized  at 
a  uniform  1.5 u.a.  per  ton  (direct  and  indirect  subsidies 
in  Annex  31  taken  together); 
(b)  for the  Belgian,  French  and  Dutch  collieries the  subsidies 
were  calculated on  the  basis of  the  ratio of  aggregate 
subsidies to  aggregate  losses  for  all pits in  the  country 
concerned.  The  average  extent  per colliery to  which  the 
subsidy  covered  the  operating losa  worked  out  at  60%  in 
Belgium,  75%  in France  and  80~ in the  Netherlands. 
This  theoretical general  breakdown  of subsidies  by  collieries 
certainly does  not tally accurately  with  the  actual position.  It 
is offered nevertheless  as  giving some  idea of  the  incidence  of 
subsidization in  the  "good"  and  "bad" pits of  the  Community. 
In reading  Annexes  32  and  33  it must  alwaya  be  borne  in  mind 
that  these  are  theoretical calculations only,  intended to  provide 
a  rough  picture  of  the  financial  situation of the  European  coal 
industry in  1968.  It has not  been possible  to  update  the  figures 
to  1970,  as  the  necessary material  was  not  available:  to  judge  by 
the  latest  wage  trends in the  induatry,  the  1970  position will  be 
appreciably  worse. Cost-lowering aid 
Form  Amount 
Part  payment  of oost 
of holding pi  thead 
stocks  6.3 
Shift  bonus  21.5 
TOTAL  27.8 
TO'l'AL  -
Interest reduction  7.4 
Cerchar  2.6 
TOTAL  10.0 
TOTAL  -
State assistance  and its impact  on  collieries'  declared 
coat  and  revenue  position 
1968 
Statistioally classifiable assistance 
Revenue-augmenting aid  Los~-reduoing aid 
Form  Amount  Form  Amount 
A.  FEDERAL  GERMANT 
Rationalisierungs-
Coking-coal  subsidy  36.6  ver  band  7.3 
Transport  subsidy  14.3  Aktionsgemeinschaft  22.0 
Piped heating 
installations  3.4  Coking-ccal  subsidy  18.2 
J'oyar-station  co al  52.5 
-
TOTAL  106.8  TOTAL  47.5 
B.  ~ 
Invostment 
assistance  4.6 
Annua1  bonus  5.3 
Depreciation 
assistance  2.9 
Offsetting of los  ses  64.6 
Coking-coal  subsidy  9.2 
TOTAL  - TOTAL  86.6 
c.  ~ 
Offsetting of losses  214.6 
Coking-ooa1  subsidy  9.5 
TOTAL  - TOTAL  224.1 
D.  NETHERUNDS 
Offsetting of 
lesees  17.9 
Coking-coal  subsidy  1.2 
TOTAL  - TOTA'L  19.1 
ORAND  TOTAL 
-
3541/1/XVII/70-E 
Annex  31 




Form  Amount  --·  amounts 
Payment  of compans-
- atory shifts  57.7 
-
~~~;~àyinsuranoe  683:6 
!~te,~~ted acetal  - in~:~u:rano8  ..  - Taxon fual  o11  .. 
Coal  import  quota, 
dut  y  .. 
Ta.x  concessions  .. 
Interest subsidies  .. 
Research  grants  .. 
Oocupational 
re  training  .. 
Redevelopment  .. 
182.1  TOTAL  .. 
Subeidies  to local 
- authori ti  es  0.2 
- Railway tickets  o.s 
- Holiday fund  3.7 
- Social insurance 
subsidy  131.1 
- Integrated social 
ineuranoe  .. 
Coal  impcrt  controle  .. 
Ta:x:  concessions  .. 
Interest  aubaidies  .. 
Occupational re-
training  .. 
Redeveloprnent  .. 
86.6  TOTAL  .. 
:.:ocitll  insurance  - subsidy  326.3 
!]l·eclnl  purchasing  .- contracta Electri-
cité  de  l<'rnnce  Orci~  .. 
Tax  concesnionl:l  .. 
Int~rest subsidies  .. 
•r:..:x  on  fuel  oil  .. 
Integrated  social 
insurnnce 
Occupational 
re training  .. 
1'edevelopment  .. 
234.1  TOTA'L  .. 
Offsetting of losaes  - (State Mines)  .. 
- Social insurance 
subsidy  15~-.)·· 
'l'ax  concessions  .. 
Interest subaidies  .. 
Uc.;ct..:·~  ~j LJrt~l 
r~: L r-;_,  ~ !". L!"'\u  .. 
1{ j  •  ''  ...  ~ t: ;  1)  . cnt  .. 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Annex  33 
Approximate  estimates,  for  different production Jevela, 
of rates  of  subs1.dy  J>er  ton,  assuming 1ong-term 
retention of certaln  cn.pac1ty  (based  on  1968  situation) 
Subsidies  1  Rates  of subsidy overall  Production leval 
•ooo  ooo  tons t/t 
paid by  further  total  par ton produced 
1968  payable 
•ooo  000  u .. a. 
for  tonnage  for  tonnage 
eliminated  remaining 
u.a. 
--
Initial posi.t:ton  177.6  517.:;  274.8  792.7  - 4.46 
·Change  - 5.9  - 63 •• 5  - 28.4  - 91.9  15.58  -
Rema.inder  171.7  454~,4  246.4  700.8  - 4.08 
·Change  - 9.7  - 74 •. 7  - 31.9  - 106.6  10.99  1  -
Remainder  162.0  379\7  214-5  594.2  - 3.67 
Change  - 9.0  1  - 51.4  - 33.5  - 84.9  9.43  -
Remainder  153.0 
1 
328.3  181.0  509~3  - 3.33 
.Change  - 9-5  - 46.6  - 28.0  - 74.6  7.85  -
Remainder  143.5  281.7  153.0  434.7  - 3  .. 03 
Change  - 9-6  - 35t,3  - 30.8  - 66.1  6.89  -
Remainder  133-9  246-4  122.2  368.6  - 2.75 
· Cha....Tlge  - 9.8  - 36~7  - 20.6  --- 57.3  )  5.85  -
Remainder  124.1  209.7  101.6  311.3  - 2.51 
Change  - 9.8  - 25.9  - 23.1  - 49.0  5.00  .... 
Remainder  111}..3  183.8  78.5  262.3  - 2.29 
Change  10~2  22.0  - 20.2  42.2  4.14  1  - - -
1 
-
Remainder  104.1  161.8  .  58.3  220.1  -
1 
2.11 
1  1 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Annex  36 
Actual  movements  of coal  production,  stocks and  importa 
(year-to-year) 
Producers' 
!Production  1 
stocks 1 .. 
1  2 
1951  +  15.5  - ·2.2 
1952  +  8.0  +  4.6 
1953  - 2.1  +  3.2 
1954  +  5.1  +  2.0 
1955  +  5.1  - s.o 
1956  +  2.9  - 1.7 
1957  - 1.1  +  1.5 
1958  - 2,0  +  17.4 
1959  - 11.7  +  6.6 
1960  - 0.6  - 3.6 
1961  - 4.2  - 2.8 
1962  - 2.6  - 8.7 
1963  - 3.4  - 5.9 
l964  +  5.2  +  6.1 
1965  - 10  .. 8  +  9·4 .. 
1966  - 14.8  +  9.0  .• 
1967.  - 20.7  - 0.5 
1968  - 7.9  - 7·7 
1969  - 4.4  - 12.5 
1 
Withdrawala  from  stocks  •  -. 
Additions  to stocks  •  +. 
.. 
'000 000 t/t 
Total  Importe  (incl.  Total 
(1+2)  stock changes)  (3+4) 
1 
3  ç>  4  5 
...,  r,, 
+  17.7  t  15.5  +  33.2 
+  3,4  - o. a  +  2.6 
- 5.3  1- 8.4  - 13.7  . 
+  ].1  +  0.2  +  3.3 
1 
+ 10.1  ~  9.0  +  19.1 
1 
+  4.6  + 14.9'  +  19.5 
- 2.6  +  4.9  +  2,3  1 
- 19.4  - 12.5  - 31.9 
- 18.3  - 13.8 
1  - 32.1 
+  3.0  ·- 2.2  +  0.8 
1.4 
1  0.2  1,6  - -
6.1 
~. 
4-4  +  10 .. 5  +  :+ 
) 
+  2.5  1  .-+  13.1  + 15.6 
- 0 .. 9  - 3.1  - 4.0 
1 
- 20.2  ~  1.8  - 22.0 
- 23.0 
1  - 3.1  - 26.1 
- 20.2  -
2~0  - 22 .. 2 
- 0.2  - l.  7·.  - 1.9 
) 
+  8,1  1+  2.  7.  +  10.8  l 
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